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              SSiinnccee  tthhee  bbeeggiinnnniinngg  ooff  tthhee  aaggee  ooff  kknnoowwlleeddggee    ttiillll  ttooddaayy  aallll  tthhee  ffaaccuullttiieess  

rroottaattee  aanndd  rreevvoollvveess  aarroouunndd  tthhee  pprriinncciipplleess  ooff  IInnddiiaann  DDaarrsshhaannaass  aanndd  tthheeiirr  tthheeoorryy  ooff  PPrraammaaaann  

((pp``mmaaaaNNaa))    aanndd    PPrraammeeyyaa  ((pp``mmaa ooyyaa))..  TThhoouugghh  tthhee  ddiiffffeerreenntt  ttyyppeess  ooff  PPrraammaaaann  hhaavvee  bbeeeenn  ddeessccrriibbeedd  bbyy  

vvaarriioouuss  aanncciieenntt  pphhiilloossoopphhiieess  aanndd  mmooddeerrnn  sscciieenncceess  bbuutt  bbaassiiccaallllyy    tthheeyy  aarree  oonnllyy  tthhee  

mmaanniiffeessttaattiioonn  ooff    tthhrreeee  PPRRAAMMAAAANNSS    aass  ssttaatteedd  iinn    NNYYAAYYAA  DDHHAARRSSHHAANN  ii..ee..  

PPrraattyyaakksshh,,  AAnnuummaann  aanndd  AAaappttooppaaddeesshh..  

                              DDiiffffeerreenntt  ssttaatteess  mmaayy  hhaavvee  ddiiffffeerreenntt  fflloorraass  bbuutt  eeaacchh  ccoouunnttrryy  hhaavvee  mmaannyy  ooff  

hheerrbbss  ddoommiinnaattiinngg  tthhee    ee//kkqqjjkkffnnjjll  aanndd  xxqqookkZZffnn  xxqq..kk    tthhuuss  aa  ccoommmmoonn  lliinnee  ooff  ttrreeaattmmeenntt  bbaasseedd  oonn  

RRAASSAA  aanndd  GGUUNNAA  ccaann  bbee  uusseedd  tthhrroouugghhoouutt  tthhee  wwoorrlldd..  II  hhooppee  tthhee  PPhhyyssiicciiaannss,,  DDooccttoorrss,,  

RReesseeaarrcchh  SScchhoollaarrss  wwiillll  iinntteennssiivveellyy  ggoo  tthhrroouugghh  tthhiiss  bbooookk  aanndd  ttrryy  ttoo  iimmpplleemmeenntt  tthhee  cclliinniiccaall  

tthheeoorryy  ppuutt  ffoorrwwaarrddeedd  bbyy  SShhrrii  JJ..PP..DDaahhiiyyaa..  
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Preface 

        Vd. Hariprasad Sharma 

         

 

 Indian Philosophical treaties are the most ancient analytical flow of thinking 

for entire universe which deals the creation and evolution of universe, and  achieving 

of ideal aims for each and every person. 

 

 The topics and means (ways and methods) of description of each Darshan are 

different even their common ultimate aim is to attain absolute knowledge and peace. 

On this basis all Darshan Shastras are complimentary to each other not the critique 

however, they are coordinators of each other. Viz.  Nyaya Darshan Predominantly 

deals the Praman (means of critically assessing the absolute truth of any topic); 

Vaisheshika Darshan mainly describes prameya and ancient Atomic theory; 

Sankhya Darshan confers the absolute knowledge to achieve ultimate peace. whereas 

Yoga Darshan advocates  the god on the basis of attaining full control on all activities 

of man. Vedant Darshan mainly insists on knowledge of Brahma i.e. 

VISHUDHAGHYAN (which is ultimate aim of all Darshanas) and Mimansa 

Darshan propagates the critical analysis of righteous deeds in realistic world. The 

common similarity of all these Darshanas is the attainment of eternal peace as has 

been described in upnishadas. 

 

Js;'p izs;'p euq";esrr A 

rkS lEijhrkS fofufofDr /khj% AA  

 

 The discriminative personalities will analyze the splendid and knotting aspects 

and accept only the splendid.  

 

 The proper analysis of most profitable and attractive deeds and aims have been 

described by all the Darshanas but main Media via which they are being consumed is 

maintenance of physical body has not been described in detail while Rishis of 
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Ayurved on the basis of Philosophical principles described  fundamental principles of 

body and soul with spiritual aspects have been described in detail in the form of 

Ayurved. The fundamental principles of Darshan Shastra and Ayurved are 

complementary to each other to attain knowledge hence they equally be honoured and 

accepted. In present educational system students, teacher and administrators seem to 

be uninterested in above mentioned Philosophical  Principles and consider these 

principles as unuseful and unimportant in the field of Education and Research, as a 

result a Scientific Shastra like Ayurved has been known as unscientific, traditional 

knowledge. This arrogance (based on ignorance of proper knowledge of these 

fundamentals principles) is being committed not only on national but international 

level also; on the other hand if we utilize these principles of Ayurved and Darshan in 

daily life or in the field of Research we may get extremely perfect and enthusiastic  

results. This whole subject has been described properly by Vaidya Jaiprakash Dahiya, 

Senior Professor of Samhita Siddhant Department of Smt.K.G.M.P.Ayurved College, 

Netaji Subhash road, Mumbai-400002 in triple parts which are as below :- 

 

1. Short evaluation of Darshanik contribution. 

2.  Theory of Praman Vigyan for all faculties. 

3.  Clinical utility of properties xq.k and tastes jl in treatment of various 

 diseases. 

 

 These topics enlight the science of perfect life in three way dimension as it was 

pronounced in ancient philosophical literature in reference to beginning of universal 

creation which describes the basic tangents of absolute energy in beginning of 

creation as RISHI says:- 

 

ijkL; 'kfDr fofo/kSoJw;rs LokHkkfofd Kku cy fdz;k p A 

 

 In this reference the AVYAKT energy manifested in three tengents the  

Kku cy and fdz;k  i.e. Mass, knowledge and functional activity. As we will find 

that  same topics are chronologically described in three chapters in modified and 

applied form in the book written by Prof. Jaiprakash Dahiya. 
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 The first part acknowledge the common description of the Darshanas which are 

richest source of absolute knowledge. Ancient eminent scholars or Rishies very 

keenly observed the concealed facts on the basis of their properties by applying their 

divine capabilities attained by deep concentration and meditations as upnishad says:- 

 

Rks /;ku ;ksxkuqxrk Ik';u nsokRe'kfDr Loxq.kS% fuxw<ke A 

 

 Hence the principles and fundamentals of these Darshanas are equally 

applicable at present as they were in past. Similarly Ayurved have also same source 

and background of knowledge conveyed by Rishies. The mode of thinking is deep 

rooted as Punarvasu Atrey says:- 

 

Ekg"kZ;Lrs nn='kq ;Fkkor@ Kku p{kq"kk 

 

 They appropriately observed the various Prameyas (topic of study) in their real 

and absolute state due to GHYAN BAL and TAPOBAL hence the applicability of 

their fundamental principles remain eternal. 

 

 Thus the basic mode of thinking of Darshanas and Ayurved are similar but 

main object of Ayurved is to maintain perfect physical and spiritual health along with 

proper and perfect cure of disease. Hence sequence and number of Padarthas are not 

similar in Ayurved and Darshanas. The Vaisesik Darshan pronounces the seven 

Padarthas as ;- 

 

nzO;xq.kdeZ lkekU; fo'ks"k leok; vHkkok lIr inkFkkZ AA 

               (oS-n) 

 

 While in Ayurved only six Padarthas are described as :- 
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   lkekU;a p fo'ks"ka p xq.kku nzO;kf.kdeZ p 

   leok;ap rTKkRokrU_kksDra fof/kekfLFkrk 

          (p-lw-1) 
     

 This difference is due to different mode of application and object of Vaisesik 

Darsan and Ayurved. First deals to attain absolute knowledge of Universal matter and 

recognize the padarthas as they are present in their state. Hence Dravya is described 

as dominantly and Abhav is recognized as Padharth while main object of Ayurved is 

to maintain perfect health and to cure the disease as says :- 

 

   Ikz;kstu pkL; LoLFkL; LokLF; j{k.ke@ 

   vkrqjL; fodkj iz'keue@ AA    

/kkrqlkE; fdz;k pksDrk rU_kkL;kL; iz;kstue@ A 

          (p-lw)  

 

 Aim of Ayurved is creative and generative nature hence Abhav is not 

considered  as Padarth since Abhav has no role in creative context hence only 

Samanyadi six Padharthas are described and arranged in sequence as:-  

 

   lkekU;a p fo'ks"ka p xq.kku nzO;kf.kdeZ p 

   leok;ap rRKkRokrU_kksDra fof/kekfLFkrk 

          (p-lw-1)  

 It is necessary to mention that while attaining the absolute knowledge of entire 

universe. The Abhav is also considered as Padarth in Ayurved as Punarvasu Atray 

says:- 

 

   f}fo/keso [Ayq loaZ lPpk lPpk A 

   rL; prqfoZ/kk ijh{kk  
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       (p-lw) 

 

 As such seven Padarthas are recognized which are similar to Vaiseshik 

Darshan. Hence there is close relationship between Drahanas and Ayurved and are 

complementary to each other. 

  Ayurveda is the perfect and complete life science hence having the capacity 

and nature of acceptability of the theories and thoughts from any of the Darshan or 

science which may help to promote the health and treatment of the disease 

accordingly we find the basic fundamentals of all Darshanas described in Ayurveda 

either directly or indirectly Praman izek.k Prameya, izes; Pilloo Paak  ihyw ikd 
Pithar Paak fiBj ikd Swabhavoparmvaad LoHkkoksijeokn Yoga Siddhi, ;ksx flf/n 
Nirvan eks{k  these are examples which prove the relation and co-ordination of 

Ayurved with other Dharshanas. Ayurved is recognized as AASTIC Darshan however 

it accepts the theory of  Charwak Dharshan pkokZd  n'kZu in modified and oriented 

form as Punarvasu Atraya says :- 

 

    loZeU;r ifjR;T; 'kjhjeuqiky;sr 

    rnHkkos fg Hkkokuk lokZHkko% 'kjhfj.kke@ A 

           (p-lw) 

 

 i.e. Each and everyone should give utmost preference to the proper maintenance of 

their spiritual and health otherwise in absence of physical body nothing will be 

achieved either the physical or spiritual aspect. 

 

  Above description indicates that study and knowledge of Darsanas are essential 

to learn and know the deep rooted fundamentals of Ayurved as pronounced by ancient 

RISHIES.  

   

  The Ayurved invites to all faculties to learn and apply their various theories 

pronounced in SAMHITAS to attain the perfect and complete health and also to attain 

absolute knowledge of any matter or to find out the solution of unanswered problems 

and to meet out the unclaimed challenges to entire mankind since the applied aspects 
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of Ayurved are eternal and applicable in accordance to time and space in their each 

and every part and span as Maharshi Artya says:- 

 

loZnk loZHkkokuak lkekU;ao=f/ndkj.ke 

          (p-lw) 

 

lkekU;a p fo'ks"ka p xq.kku nzO;kf.kdeZ p 

leok;ap rTKkRokrU_kksDra fof/kekfLFkrk 

ysfHkjs ijea 'keZ thfora pkI; fuRoje@ 

         (p-lw) 

 

                  The knowledge and practical applicability of Basic fundamentals of 

Darshanas and Ayurved are essential to promote and provoke the system of education 

and research in modern science and technology. Though the great scientists like 

Darwin, Newton, Einstein, Thomson etc. have provided a new line of scientific 

thinking and solved the eluding topics and concealed queries in the field of research 

and education. Their remarkable contribution have given a progressive way of life, 

even some facts and problems are still to be solved. The scientists and scholars are 

intensively engaged in research but results are not in accordance to the requirements. 

It means the basic theory of research should be re-examined and reoriented according 

the eternal thoughts and theories pronounced by Rishies through Indian Philosophy 

and Ayurved. As we see practically that the ancient theories of Ayurved are still as 

perfect and practically applicable as they were in past because these are based on a 

strong ground of perfect knowledge of eminent scholars vkIr and by a chain of 

Pramans. Therefore it is the time when scientist and research scholars of each and 

every science and technology should come forward to know the fundamentals of 

Indian ancient science i.e. Ayurved and Darshanas enable to frame out a perfect 

scheme and methodology of research which needs  the various ways of examination 

izek.k which are described in Ayurved in different context. Details of Pramans and 

their applicability with accessories are described in second chapter of the book. 
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 Every faculty of modern science and ancient Indian Philosophers have put 

forwarded the theory of PRAMAN but these are mandatory in number and nature of 

applicability as SHANKHYA says:- 

 

     * f_kfo/ka izek.kfe"Ve@ * 

     * n="VeuqekuekIr opua rq *  

 

i.e. only three Pramans are accepted and they are sufficient to attain the perfect 

knowledge of spiritual and physical matters which are  izR;{k] vuqeku ,oa vkIropu   

Modern science and Charwak Darshan believe and accept only one Praman i.e. 

Pratyaksh  izR;{k whatever visible or known by direct sense is accepted as Praman or 

evidence. Praman theory of Ayurved is versatile and variable and are in accordance 

to subjectivity and made of applicability. Punarvasu Aatraya pronounces the number 

of Praman in different contexts as :- 

 

 (i) f_kfo/ka [kyq jksx fo'ks"k foKkua Hkofr 

 Rk|Fkk vkIrksins'k% izR;{k vuqekua psfr 

      (p-fo-)  

 

(ii) f}fo/ka [kyq jksx fo'ks"k foKku Hkofr 

 izR;{ka] vuqekua psfr lgksins'ksu f_kfo/kefi 

       (p-fo-) 

 

(ii) f}fo/keso [kyq loZa lPpklPp  

 rL; prqfoZ/kk ijh{kk&vkIrksins'k% izR;{ka vuqekua ;qfDr'psfr A 

         (p-lw-) 
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Though the izR;{k is accepted by all the sciences and Ayurved but nature of both is 

different.  Pratyaksh of modern science have the Hypothetical base while in Ayurved 

it have the base of perfect knowledge of the subject which are called vkIr Hence  

Pratyaksh knowledge of Ayurved can be used as authenticative evidence. Similarly 

the vuqeku have also the perfect and reliable base of iapko;o  i.e. series of five steps 

essentially the VYAPTI. In the second chapter of the book Vd. Shri Dahiyaji have 

explained the mode of application and nature of Pramans according to Ayurved. He 

have also described that how the Praman theory can be implemented and used by 

modern scientists to get perfect and errorless results. This type of knowledge 

contributed by the writer will enable to make uniformity and strengthening the stream 

of education and research. It will also  give the opportunity to scholars to come closer 

to each other on a common platform of absolute knowledge and unsolved problems 

will be solved by adopting this way of examination. This is the main object of the 

writer to write this book. 

                            Third chapter explains the biochemical functions and relationship of 

RASA, GUNA and DOSHAS which is the principle theory of treatment. Modern 

science and philosophy like U;k; oS'ksf"kd have described the quality of matter on 

physical bases GURU GUNA  is defined by U;k; n'kZu as 

 

    * vk|iru leokf; dkj.ka xqjQRoe@ * 

 

on the  contrary Ayurved defines the qualities with relation to living body. They are 

defined according to their functions in the body during or after the metabolism. 

GURU GUNA defined in Ayurved as:-  

 

 (i) lknksysicyd=r xqjQriZ.k c=g.k% 

   

(ii) xqjQokrgj iqf"V 'ys"ed=fPPkjikfd p A  

  

(ii) deZfHkLruqeh;Urs ukuk nzO;kJ;k% xq.kk% AA 

       (lq-lw-)  
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                          These qualities  xq.k Rasa and DOSHAS are having close relationship 

hence it is essential to know the detailed study and co-ordial knowledge of RASA 

and GUNA to cure the disease or to maintain the equilibrium state of Tridoshas. If 

only the  relative theory of GUNA , RASA and TRIDOSA be made applicable to 

each and every person of entire world. All the disease will be cured by a 

common line of treatment and it will be an international therapy. As we know 

the Drugs are limited but the span of disease is unlimited and they are coming 

continuously in new and changed form. Hence it is difficult to cure by limited 

drugs. It is also impossible to made available the every herb in each and every 

country. Different states may have different floras but each country have many 

of herbs dominating the  e/kqjkfnjl and xqokZfn xq.k thus a common line of 

treatment based on RASA and GUNA can be used throughout the world. I hope 

the Physicians, Doctors, Research Scholars will intensively go through this book 

and try to implement the clinical theory put forwarded by Shri J.P.Dahiya. 

 

 It seems that views of Rishis got originated from the depth of heart of the 

writer on the basis of the long span of  teaching and research experience. The 

RISHIES themselves inspired him to explain  their pios thoughts as preached in 

upnishadas   ;s eSos"k o=.kqrs rsuso yH;% as these fundamentals are described here, they 

were found to be present in the same form in original text.  

 

 The writer or orator is simple, puppet speaks or writes only the thoughts which 

come from the absolute state of knowledge due to his or her intense state of selfless 

and dedicated desires when he or she is able to reach on the same level of resonance 

of absolute knowledge which is known as RISHEES. Since Rishees  are the 

impersonal personalities and  in form resonance of absolute knowledge of different 

frequencies and wave length. This present booklet can be taken as an ideal direct 

example of here mentioned above expression. 

 

 I wish learned readers, thinkers and critical analyzers will understand and 

realize the reported topics of this booklet from the depth of their heart in an unbiased 

way.  

 The book on which I am writing these lines of forwarding are the same state of 

knowledge and a tricolor spectrum of reflected rays of absolute knowledge came 

from RISHEES. It is the invitation to all scholars and research fellows from every 

faculty to come on a common platform since full conceptions of the science will 

never be attained by the knowledge of only a part of it as says Punarvasu Atrya  *Uk 
fg Kkuko;osu d=RLUks Ks;s KkueqRi|rs* Hence we should come together without pride 
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and prejudice than only we will be able to see the search light of ancient pious 

knowledge which will enlighten the darkness and able to see the new dawn of healthy 

and peaceful life for every person. 

 

 I heartily congratulate and thank Prof. Dahiya for his pious work of knowledge 

and wish to continue their venture following the holy words of His holiness. 

;RiqujI;srkn='k xzUFk fojpu lUrfr 

Ikzokgefojreuqj{; KkurUrqa ek O;oPNsn A 
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CCRRIITTIICCAALL  AANNDD  UUNNBBIIAASSEEDD  RREEVVIIEEWW  OOFF  

FFUUNNDDAAMMEENNTTAALLSS  PPRRIINNCCIIPPLLEESS  DDEESSCCRRIIBBEEDD  BBYY  

PPHHIILLOOSSOOPPHHIICCAALL  TTRREEAATTIIEESS  AATT  UUNNIIVVEERRSSAALL  

SSCCEENNAARRIIOO    ((PPAARRTT  ––   II ))     

 

Introduction 

 The object of ancient and modern science is to know the identity of the matter 

it’s qualities and functions to enable to achieve the goal by proper application of  

matter and their alides. It reveals two things before us the  first one is matter and 

second is process to get their knowledge. Hence Ancient Indian philosopher, 

thinkers and eminent scholars (pronounced as Rishis)  put forwarded the theory of 

Pramaan (p`maaNa) and  Prameya (pm̀aoya).  In continuation of this evolution of the 

Universal knowledge. It was Maharishi GAUTAM who invented the theory of 

Pramaan (p`maaNa)  and put forward the definition of Pramaan and it’s classified 

segments including  their application etc., same way Maharishi KANAD described the 

Prameya (p`maoya)  and  it’s perfect classification in seven padarthas. 

 

 Since the beginning of the age of knowledge  till today all the faculties rotate 

and revolves around the principles of Indian Darshanas and their theory of Pramaan 

(p`maaNa) and  Prameya (pm̀aoya). Though the different types of Pramaan have been 

described by various ancient philosophies and modern sciences but basically  they are 

only the manifestation of  three PRAMAANS  as stated in  NYAYA DHARSHAN i.e. 

Pratyaksh, Anuman and Aaptopadesh. 

 

Many centuries before the beginning of Christian Era, Indian Philosphers 

discovered the complete and perfect means of attaining absolute knowledge of  any 

particular and non particular matters and their state. The oldest treaty Sankhya says:-  

dRYTmanaumaanamaaPtvacanaM ca sava- pm̀aaNaisaw%vaat\ È 

i~ivaQaM p`maaNaimaYTM p`maoyaisaiw: p`maaNaaiw  saa.ka.4 
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 i.e. three ways of examination (p`%yaxa Anaumaana AaPtaopdoSa ) are capable and 

sufficient to describe the absolute knowledge of each state of matter of the universe, 

which may be unicellular or multicellular, molecular or non molecular. 

 

  Sankhya further says that one can imagine or can invent more then 

above three  (pm̀aaNa)  Pramaan as per their requirement but they will only be included 

in Prathyakashadi  three   Pramaanas (p`maaNa). Hence it is  concluded as  sava- p`maaNa 

isaw%vaat\  In this context and reference VACHASPATI MISHRA  in Sankhya Tatva 

Koumudi says :- 

dRYTmanaumaanaaPt%va vacanaoYauu savao -YaaM p`maaNaanaaM isaw%vaat\ AntBaa-vaaid%yaqa- 

 

Hence all the types of examination of medical science such as Pathological, 

Histological, Radiological, USG, M.R.I. and other detailed cell biological studies all 

are manifestation of the three (p`maaNa) Pramaanas. In broad way the three main 

branches of knowledge may have  many sub-branches ending in to the sepals and 

petals. Hence it is right to say that basically we have three PRAMANAS  and they can 

be modified and sub classified in accordance to necessity of the subject and object but 

the basic root must be from either of three Pramanas with all steps and object.  

 Most of the modern scholars treat these fundamental descriptions as 

superstitious but in this context it is necessary to say that these descriptions are still 

the base of the modern basic sciences also. However the subject requires to be 

analyzed critically in an unbiased and correlating manner so that relevant conclusion 

can be drawn on the basis of statistical analysis it should reach to man of each 

community of science and public in general through the popular News Paper. Since 

this type of knowledge  which explains the (p`maoya) and (p`maaNa) is necessary for all 

types of faculties either the scientific or social, collectively or individual, medical or 

daily hygiene in our day to day life, hence needs the  popularity through common and 

vast media like the News papers. 

Each science have it’s own terminology and sequence of description  in same manner 

of the Praman Vigyan (p`maaNa iva&ana)  the first part of the knowledge is described by 

MAHARISHI GAUTAM which as follows in chronological way:- 
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1.  PPRRAAMMAAAANN (pm̀aaNa) 

p`maaNaOrqa- prIxaNaM nyaaya:  (nyaa.d.vaa%saayana BaaYya) 

 i.e. assessing or analyzing the absolute knowledge of any topic science. The 

complete and perfect process which is used is known as PRAMAAN. In another way 

absolute knowledge (p`imait krNaM p`maaNama\ ) The complete and perfect process which is 

used for assessing or analyzing the absolute knowledge of any topic or subject is 

known as Pramaan. In another reference the Pramaan is described  as  (p`maayaa saaQanama\ 

p`maaNama\ ) which have also the same meaning. It is essential to point out in this context 

that saaQana word is not used for equipments or organs but it denotes the complete 

process such as in optics  the optical bench, pin, mirror and these stand all are 

accessories  (saaQana) not the Pramaan. While Pramaan is the complete process which 

involves all the above mentioned equipments  (saaQana) and gets the real image 

removing the Parallax.       

        

 The various ancient Indian Philosophers, scientist  and scholars  have  

described Pramanas out of which 8 has been incorporated in 3 main Pramanas i.e. (1) 

Pratyaksha (2) Anuman and (3) Aaptopadesh  Knowledge gained by perception of the 

object directly attained by sense organs is known as Pratyaksha. It is taken as most 

prominent and producing the direct knowledge of the object; hence it is of great 

importance, though its field and scope has some limitations which can be partially 

eliminated with the help of modern investigative equipments and instruments such as 

microscope, telescope etc. The object which is not recognized by Pratyaksha then it is 

known by Anuman Pramaan which is based on the theory of  BaUya sahcaar dSa-na  i.e. 

study of topics repeatedly  enable to become standardized and we compare the test 

with the standard and at the 3
rd

 stage we  become able to know the perfect and full 

nature of the test; this type of authentic knowledge attained by this procedure is 

known as Anuman as per ancient science. 

 All types of Investigations i.e. Haematological, Histological, Radiological, 

Electromagnetic or Radio isotope studies are carried out on the above mentioned 

principle i.e. based on Anuman. The Ancient Scholars have described the essential 

relationship between the object and their specific characters. The relation between 

both is known as Vyapti which is the base of Anuman. Hence this Pramaan is also 

accepted as an authantatively perfect.   
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 opinion of subject expert taken whether directly in person or by literary surveys 

or by living in continuation of progressive atmosphere which is being evolved 

regularly and gradually is known as Aapt Pramaan. Hence Nyaya Darshan recognized 

this types of examination as Aapt Pramaan. 

pd̀Ip: sava-ivaVamaupaya: sava-kma-Naama  È 

AaEaya sava- Qama-MaNaaM SaaSvadanvaIixakI mata (vaacasp%yama\ ) È È 

 

 i.e. Aanvekhsee Vidya, the eternal science is the search light which enlights to 

all the sciences, procedures, and also all the religious thoughts. 

 

 This type of the Fundamental means of attaining perfect knowledge of any 

object initially was described by Nyaya Darshan and knowingly/unknowingly  it is 

adopted by all the oriental and modern Sciences and hence if we integrate Ancient and 

Modern Science at this topic then we can conclude that the Basic body and engine of 

Investigative Vehicle was initially invented by Nyaya Darshan and later on 

accessories are attached by various modern sciences in accordance to their 

requirement.  

 

2)    Vaisheshik Darshan written and preached by Kanad, in which six fundaments  

YaD pdaqa-  are of centre of concentration for analyzing the truthfulness of any matter / 

substance; which are  

i)  DDrraavvyyaa   --   dd `` vv yy aa  ( not exactly but movementrily  we can take it as a matter /  a 

substance) 

ii)  GGuunnaa  ––  ggaa uuNNaa  (properties of a matter) 

iii) KKaarrmmaa  ––  kkmmaa -- (Action of any matter) 

iv) SSaammaannyyaa  --  ssaaaammaaaannyyaa ( to know the similarities of earlier 3 padarthas with any other 

matter/ substance; and if we mix these 2 substances then the total sum of these 2 

substances will be increased in proportion to their constituents) 

v)  VViisshheesshhaa  --  iivvaaSSaa ooYYaa (this is just opposite to samanya) 
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vi) SSaammvvaayy  --  ssaammaavvaaaayyaa (Here the investigator of any topic concentrate his attention on 

those peculiar properties / gauNa or Actions kma- which always remain sticken in 

inseparable form to that particular matter/substance. Knowledge produced by this 

sixth padarth is of a very peculiar type which is used for various rational inductions 

and deduction afterwards. 

 

  On the basis of this basic description it is further preached that if any 

living creature (Right from unicellular to most intelligent Research worker) want to do 

anything then first of all he is bound to use some dravya (matter / substance), secondly 

he is bound to think of the properties gauNa of that Dravya, Thirdly he is bound to think 

of actions kma- produced by that Dravya and the actions of any dravya are always 

directly based on the properties gauNa of that Dravya. On the 4
th

 stage he is bound to 

know the overall total result of his action and for that one is bound to think of the 

similarities and dissimilarities of the earlier three i.e. Dravya Guna and Karma, if they 

are similar then the total sum of mixture is going to be enhanced proportion to the 

individual units of a mixture and if they are dissimilar than the total sum of the 

mixture is going to be reduced proportionately; and the 6
th

 padarth samavaya  samavaaya  

is used for special purposes as shortly mentioned above. 

 

  Now this theory of Shada Padarth Vignyanvaad is 

knowingly/unknowingly is being used by all the creatures of this universe. This theory 

initially was described and preached by Vaisheshik Darshan i.e. Kanad and fully 

acknowledge and adopted by Charak Samhita with little modification in chapter 1 of 

Sutra Stahana i.e. the 1
st
 chapter of this text book. 

 

A popular and familiar comment made regarding this is as under:- 

kkNNaaaaddMM  ppaaiiNNaannaaIIyyaa MM  ccaa  ssaavvaa --SSaaaass~~aaooppkkaarrkkmmaa\\  

 

  As grammar of Sanskrit written by Panini gives all full necessary details 

of rules of Sanskrit and accordingly we perceive the meaning of various texts 

perfectly like that theory of shada. Padarth Vignyan Vaad. Provides us full and 
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relevant knowledge for any action to be produced by any living creature belonging to 

various walks of life. Hence we can conclude that:- 

 

i) 1
st
 Pardarth Dravya is the base of remaining all 5 padarthas. 

ii) If we think according to the definition of Dravya then, everything which possess 

any quality  gauNa and in any way is helpful in any action that is known as dravya. 

Hence all worldly substances along with sky- Aatma kaal (Time) Dik (Directions) 

are dravyas and they are to be studied in detail based on their 5 constituents. 

iii) Qualities of innumerable dravyas may be innumerable and some of the well known 

may be physical structural chemical and functional etc.  

iv) Like qualities of innumerable dravyas, actions/produced by innumerable gunas 

may be innumerable. 

v) One thing regarding all these 3 is certain and that is if any of the 2 substances 

which are similar in either Dravya, Guna or Karma and if we mix these 2 together 

then the total sum will be increased in proportion to their individual ingredients and 

if they are dissimilar then they are being decreased in the same way. 

vi) Now this theory of Shad Padarth Vgnyan Vaad is so broad/comprehensive that 

nothing is out of scope of this theory and all our daily activities and even all 

scientific activities of all sciences are being carried out on the basis of this 

fundamental theory. 

  

3.  Utmost 2 important topics described by Sankhya darshan preached by 

Maharishi Kapil are :- 

i) Satkarya Vaad  sa%kaya-vaad /pirNaamavaad cause and effect relationship theory 

has been described in full detail in ancient literature. Nearly 10 to 15 Vaad (each 

describing one aspect or possibility of relationship found in causative factor and to its 

resultant biproducts) have been described. Among them Satkarya Vaad is one of the 

most accepted Vaad. 

 Various definitions of Karan karNa and Karya kaya-  have been given and 

explained. Among them one of the Karana’s definition is Ananyaqaaisaw (kaya-sya)  

naIyatpUva-Baaiva%vama\ karNa%vaM meaning those essential causative factors for producing 

any karya like any food item or cloth if don’t participate as required then the resultant 

karya cannot be produced properly or may become something else. 

               According to satkarya vaad every karya or resultant final finished product 

necessarily have the same characteristics/ qualities which are found in their causative 

factors karNa though the appearance, new qualities and new uses etc. appear in the 
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karya (final finished product) and that’s why karan and karya have been considered as 

separate entities. 

 

ii) The other utmost important fundamental principle described by Sankhya Darshan is 

saRiYT ]%pi<a isawant srishti utpatti siddhant as :- 

sava-BaUtanaaM karNamakarNaM sa%varjastmaaolaxaNamaYT$pmaiKlasya jagat: saMBavahoturvya>M 

naama tdokM bahUnaaM xao~&anaamaiQaYzanaM samaud` [vaaOdkanaaM Baavaanaama\ sau.Saa.A.1 

sa%va laGau p`kaSak hO means satva guna is light in nature and enlightening; in 

functioning tma gau$ evaM Aavark hO tama is heavy and obstructing or covering va rja 

ik`yaavaana hO and Raja is of vibrating or movable nature and action producing. 

 

  Everything of this universe has been evolved from Avyakta means 

Avyakta is itself/himself the creator of all the worldly things but which has not been 

created by anything  is Avyakta Avya>  which has no sign in equilibrium state  

sa%varjastmasaaM saamyaavasqaa pk̀Rit equilibrium state of satva. Raja and Tama is prakriti 

or Avyakta; then further it gets evolved in 7 basic entities namely:- 

 

i) mahana Mahan (wisdom)  

ii) AhMkar Ahankar (as Individual Identity)  

iii) Sabd Shabda   

iv) spSa- Sparsha    

v) $p Roopa       

vi) rsa Rasa and  

vii) gaMQa Gandha    

 

tnmaa~  Tanmatra, then on the basis of these 8 basic entities the whole universe 

has been created. Then in the last how this universe has been created? which is 

the base of all Aa%maa Aatma then it is explained by giving the example of ocean 

as ocean is taken as the base of all watery / moistures compounds like Rivers, 
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Ponds, Ice, Humidity or water vapours etc. meaning as these watery biproducts 

are produced, maintained and ultimately get assimilated in the ocean; same way 

all worldly things of this universe are not only being created maintained and in 

the last get absorbed in the Avyakta only. 

 

Now as per the above description of Satva, Raja and Tama if we consider them 

to be an short indicative description of electron, neutron and proton; then the whole 

new but perhaps the most realistic meaning of the above description gets clarified on 

its own. Here one also can argue that though perhaps the original ancient Acharya 

may also have meant this very meaning but their followers could not comprehend and 

explore the real implication of the above description. 

 

The other possibility of not exploring the proper scope of the above description 

as done by modern sciences may even be that ancient original Acharyas would have 

purposely ignored these implication because they always use to impress upon 

spiritual  upliftment  of individuals and the whole society in comparison to physical 

and worldly  comforts as they may have comprehend before hand only the 

complicated drawback of physical well being and comfort resulting in very harmful 

consequences and hazards which we are bound to face in the form of various  types 

of pollutions and global warming etc. 

4. The 4
th

 Aastika  Darshan Aaistk dSa-na is Yoga Darshan preached by 

Maharishi Patanjali. Here Bahiranga baihr=ga  and Antang AntrMga 2 steps for Yoga 

Siddhi have been described first of all if we consider the Bahirang baihr=ga  only. 

Then they are of 5 types which are  

ii))yyaammaa    YYaammaa    

aa))  AAiihhMMssaaaa    --  NNoonn  VViioolleennccee  

bb))  ssaa%%yyaa    --  SSaattyyaa,,  TTrruutthh  

cc))  AAssttooyyaa    --  AAsstteeyyaa,,  nnoonn  sstteeaalliinngg  

dd))  bbaa ``**mmaaccaayyaa --  --  BBrraahhmmaacchhaarryyaa,,  cceelliibbaaccyy  

ee))  AAppiirrggaa ``hh  --  AApprriiggaarraahh,,  vvaarriioouuss  tteennddeennccyy  ooff  uunnssttoorraaggee  ((aass  ddeessccrriibbeedd  iinn  

AAyyuurrvveeddaa))  
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iiii))  iinnaayyaammaa  NNiiyyaamm  

aa))  SSaaaa OOccaa  SShhaauucchhaa,,  PPuurriittyy  

bb))  ssaannttaa ooYYaa  SSaannttoosshh,,  CCoonntteennmmeenntt//ssaattiissffaaccttiioonn  

cc))  ttpp  TTaappaa,,  PPeennaannccee    

dd))  ssvvaaaaQQyyaaaayyaa  SSwwaaddhhyyaayyaa,,  SSeellff  ssttuuddyy  

ee))  [[--SSvvaarrpp``iiNNaaQQaaaannaa  IIsshhwwaarraa  PPrraanniiddhhaann,,  ttoo  ggoo  iinn  tthhee  pprrootteeccttiioonn  ooff  ggoodd  

iiiiii))  AAaassaannaa  ((ddSSaaiivvaaQQaa  AAaaiidd))AAaassaannaass  ppoossttuurreess    

iivv))  pp``aaNNaaaayyaaaammaa  PPrraannaayyaaaamm,,  ccoonnttrrooll  ooff  bbrreeaatthhiinngg    

vv))  aanndd  llaasstt  iiss  pp``%%yyaaaahhaarr  Pratyaahaar, restraining the organs from various urges (sexual 

over indulgences etc.    

 

  On the basis of these initial and fundamentals description all the necessary do’s 

and don’ts have been described in Ayurveda for Swasthavritta (for healthy living) and 

Sadvritta (for spiritual well being). Then the same have been taken as basis of 

attaining yoga siddhi. 

 

  These same fundamentals descriptions are the bases of Chikitsa Siddhant (line 

of treatment ) for all mental disorders as :- 

mmaaaannaassaaaa oo  &&aannaaiivvaa&&aannaa  QQaa oo OO yyaa --ssmmaa RR iitt  ssaammaaaaiiQQaaiiBBaa::    pp``SSaaaammyyaaiitt  ccaa..ssaa UU..AA..  

QQaaII  QQaa OOyyaaaa -- %%mmaaaaiidd  iivvaa&&aannaa MM  mmaannaaaa OOddaa ooYYaaaa OOYYaaQQaaMM  pprrmmaa \\  AA..))..ssaa UU..AA..  

 

 &anama\ AQyaa%ma&anaM (Spiritual Knowledge); iva&anaM Saas~&anaM  (Knowledge of 

relevant science) QaOya-ma\ AnaunnaaitScaotsa: (Patient) smaRit: AnauBautaqa-smarNaM  

(Remembering of entire happenings) samaaiQa: ivaYayaoByaaoinava%yaa-%maaina manasaao inayamanama\ 

(after controlling the mind from various urges to concentrate in self or Aatma (spirit) 

elaboration of above  sutras is as:- 
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mmaaaannaassaa MM  pp`` iitt  BBaa OOYYaajjyyaaMM  ii~~vvaaggaa --ssyyaaaannvvaavvaa ooxxaaNNaammaa \\  

ttiiWWVVssaaoovvaaaa  iivvaa&&aannaammaaaa%%mmaaaaiiddnnaaaa MM  ccaa  ssaavvaa --SSaa::  ccaa..ssaaUU..AA..1111  

  

  i~vaga-sya  Qamaa-qa-kamasya caanvavaoxaNama\  (ideal and uncontroversial performance 

of duties, earning of wealth and various assets and appropriate enjoyment  of sexual 

act/ fulfillment  of various desires) iva&anamaa%maaidnaaM   Aa%madoSakala bala Sa>InaaM 

iva&anasyaad  (to know the variable effects of various places and seasons on our body 

and to know self capacity and peculiarities etc.  tiWVsaovaa  to physically serve the 

well known expert of one’s specialty. 

 

  By the dedicated and carful service of super specialist of branch of 

science/profession same as of mental patient will naturally indulge this mental patient 

in earlier  laid down yama, niyama etc and which will not only provide the multi 

dimensional and appropriate counseling  but also regulate his behavior  completely. 

Now this practice may be new and appropriate path finder for modern 

psychological patients and various misbehaviors. 

 

  Lastly if these yama and niyama etc. fundamentals paths described in yoga 

darshan if are followed very sincerely in a particular pattern and for considerably 

longer period than they can even help in attaining yoga siddhi and ultimately moksha/ 

complete salvation and the same has been accepted by Charak Samhita in I Sutra 

No.141 to 155 of Sharir Sthana Chapter 1. 

 

  The 5
th

 Aastik Darshan is Mimansa preached by Maharishi Jaiminni  

their 1
st
 sentence is Aqatao Qama-ija&asaa  now let us deal with the Dharma and Dharma 

has been described as QaarNaat\  Qama-: The duties which we accept for ourselves are 

our dharma or yataoByaudya ina:Eaoyasa isaiw: sa Qamaa-: This important media via which 

we can attain all virtues and all success of not only of this life but forth coming life 

also is known as Dharma. 
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  In this Darshan full detailed description  of righteous and non righteous deed 

has been analyzed and described. Hence at this 5
th

 stage we can conclude that on the 

basis of knowledge attained by study of earlier 4 Darshanas one should decide the best 

righteous deeds for one self on the basis of following point of view. 

ttddaa%%vvaa oo  ccaaaannaa uubbaannQQaaoo  vvaaaa  yyaassyyaa  ssyyaaaaddSSaa uuBBaa MMffllaammaa \\  

kkmmaa --NNaass%%aannnnaa  kktt--vvyyaammaa oottddbbaa uuiiwwmmaattaaMM  mmaattmmaa \\  ccaa..iivvaa..AA..  

  Meaning a door of any work before doing any thing must get himself assured 

and reassured that his act which he is going to perform  must be most profit giving  to 

him not only immediately  but in the longer run also and perhaps this is the basic 

difference in Indian culture in comparison to western societies; we (Indians) even give 

much more importance to forth coming result of our deeds. 

 

6. The sixth  and last Aastik Darshan is Vedant Darshan preached 

by Maharishi Vyas their main model sentence is ba*̀ma sa%yaM jagainmaqyaa  meaning the 

creator of this universe who is known as Brahma is the only ultimate truth and he only 

deserves to be the centre of attention and rest of the all worldly substances are created 

by him to distract the attention of various creatures from real governing factors of this 

universe and this to be attained at sixth and last stage after attaining all worldly  

knowledge on the basis of teaching of earlier 5 Darshanas. 

 

  Thus on the basis of above mentioned descriptions if we think that the last 

darshan as supernatural or not very useful for earthly living being still then we can 

easily and without much hesitation  conclude that the fundamental principles 

described by earlier 4 or 5 Darshanas are so  grand that even today they can be taken 

as the base of all the basic sciences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

PPAARRTT  IIII   
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CCRRIITTII CCAALL  AANN DD  UUNNBB IIAASSEE DD  RREEVVII EE WW  OO FF  FFUUNNDD AAMMEENN TTAALL  

PPRRIINNCC IIPPLLEE SS  DDEESS CCRRIIBB EEDD  BBYY  PPHH IILL OOSSOOPPHH IICCAALL  TT RREEAA TTIISSEE  AA NNDD  

AAYYUURRVV EEDD  SSAA MMHHIITT AASS  OONN  UUNN IIVVEE RR SSAALL  SSCCEE NNAARRII OO..   

 

Some important topics come across while process of absolute knowledge of the 

matter which are either the parts of process or the resulting factors such as:- 

SSiiddddhhaanntt  --  iissaawwaanntt\\  

VVyyaappttii  --  vvyyaaaaiiPPtt  

UUddddeesshh  --  ]]__oo ooSSaa  

LLaakksshhaann  --  llaaxxaaNNaa  

 

Various types of common properties 

 

It is essential to explain and to know these topics to enable to get crystal clear 

spectrum of the matter by various types of p`maaNa as described in first part of this 

article. 

 

Some of the other topics in present study which may be of  immediate concern 

are as follows :- 

 

1) isawantao naama ya: prIxakO: bahuivaQaM prIxya hotuiBaSca saaQaiya%vaa sqaaPyato inaNa-ya: sa isawant: 

ca.iva.A.8 

 

Meaning any theory or concept is one , which is being finally decided and 

accepted by various subject experts by analyzing the same theory on the basis of 

various but suitable materials and methods in various circumstances. 
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Now this description reflects the true scientific approach adopted by all the 

contemporary basic sciences. 

 

2) AitvyaaiPt AvyaaiPt AsamBavariht Qama-%vaM laxaNa%vama\ 

AlaxyatavacCok samainayatao Qamaao- laxaNama\  AsaaQaarNa Qama- vacanama\ laxaNama\ 

tk-BaaYaa koSavaima~ 

tiWivaQama\ [trBaodanaumaapkma\ vyavahar p`yaaojakMca  Sabd klpdùma 

 

This is the definition of   definition and which has been followed very strictly 

in all Maulik Ancient Literature described by various Rishis Which means 

An ideal definition of any topic should not be overshooting in nature, not 

covering the aimed subject properly and also should not be describing the opposite 

characteristics which are not found in that topic /substance only and which are being 

used practically also nearly the same thing has been described in text book of 

medicine –HUTCHISON’S Clinical Methods Seventeenth Edition in the first line of 

first chapter as “It is easy to talk of the principles of medicine but difficult to provide 

accurate Succinct definitions” 

 

Hence we can conclude without any hesitation that this basic concept also has 

been more elaborately described in Ancient  literature. 

 

3) i~ivaQaa sya Saas~sya pv̀aRi<a: ]_oSaao laxaNaM prIxaa caoit 

 

Knowledge of any matter is described in three steps as says Keshav Mishra. 

 

(i)  ]_oSa  the heading of topic 
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(ii) inado-Sa to describe the topic in detail [added by commentators later on] 

(iii) laxaNa to give the accurate succinct definition.  

(iv) prIxaa to examine the truthfulness of the realistic applicability of any topic on the 

basis of 3 main Pramanas [totally 11 pramanas] 

Now think of any science including all basic sciences and try to imagine their 

condition if above 4 types of peculiarities are being taken out of their descriptions then 

hardly anything will remain in them. 

 

4. Nearly the same thing can even be more clarified by asking a simple question 

to ourselves but fully honestly i.e. 

 

Think of the most of noble prize winner scientist of our society that if they 

would have started their life from the stone age itself ; still how many of them would 

have succeeded in achieving their outstanding goals ?perhaps negligible ; then we can 

conclude that the surrounding atmosphere evolving slowly and gradually around us 

provided them with best opportunities ;then how even we can think of forgetting 

/neglecting our roots and bases. Have we become so much thankless kRtGna ? can we 

afford an attitude like this ? 

 

5. In Vaat Kalaa Kaliya chapter 12 of Sutra sthana of Charaka Samhita and in 

various other related descriptions functions and importance of prakrut vaayu have 

been described ; these descriptions have a great similarity with the functions of 

Nervous System described by modern medical science.  By looking on these 

descriptions any modern medicine specialist may wonder the keen and accurate 

observing capacity the ancient Acharyas possessed. 

6. We usually teach in our schools and colleges that the falling of apple was seen 

properly by Nuton only ; whereas guru guna has been described by Vaisheshik 

Darshan as – 

AaVptnaM samavaaiya karNa%vaM gau$%vaM saMyaaoga pỳa%na saMskar ivaraoiQaca 

vaO.dSa-na pS̀astpad BaaYya 
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The peculiar property ; which is found in any substance in inseparable 

relationship ; and because of which the substance gets fallen on the ground first of all 

each and every time without fail is known as Guru gau$ and  the substances having this 

quality they resist the activity of  saMyaaoga [mixing together], p`ya%na  [initian on any 

activity], saMskar [transformation of qualities of various substances]. 

 

Then this basic thoughts[information’s] clinical applicable aspect has been 

described by Sushrut and Bhavprakash as:- 

saadaoplaopbalakRd\ gau$stp-Na baRhNa: 517 sau saU A 46 

gau$vaa-thrM puiYT SlaoYmakRiccarpaik ca 202 Baa p` pUva-KND 6 

 

Substances [edible items] which after eating produce  saad Heaviness in the 

body, ]plaop get sticken to the wall of container ; after digestion produce bala energy; 

which are tp-Na rehydrating ;which are baRhNa Nourishing ;which have the qualities of 

increasing kf kapha  ( isnagQa SaIt gau$ma-nd SlaxNa maR%sna isqar: kf ) and 

comparatively which take longer time in getting digested ;are thought to possess gau$ 

Heavy  gauNa Guna. 

 

Our humble request in this regard is should we go on ignoring these facts all 

together or should be place them on their rightful place. 

 

7. The effects of sweet test on bodies and all living beings are  

Aajanmasaa%myaat\ ku$to QaatunaaM pb̀alaM balaM 

baalavaRwxatxaINa vaNa- koSaoindỳaaOjasaama\ 

p`Sasto baRhNa: kNzya: stnya sanQaanakRd\ gau$: 
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AayauYyaao jiavana: isnagQa: ip<aainala ivaYaaph: A.).saU.A.10 

 

  As sweet test is agreeable to the constitution of all living beings since birth 

hence it is best energy producing to various tissues of the body. It is the best for the 

use of young children, elderly people, patients having tuberculos cavity, very 

debilitated, healer of wounds best for  hairs sense organs and ooja (Best  essence of all 

tissues). It is also nourishing, good for throat (voice), galactoguge,  healer of fractures, 

heavy in quality, enhances  life span and quality even, unctus  in quality; supresses the 

increased quality of pitta. 

 

  The relevant description of this topic in modern medicine is “The primary need 

of the body is fuel to supply energy for vital functions. Normally the principle  fuel is 

glucose and its most critical user is the brain for which glucose is fully as essential as 

oxygen. A rapid drop of sugar level in the blood, which must continuously deliver 

glucose to the brain, brings about behavioral changes, confusion, coma and if 

prolonged, structural damage to the brain resulting in death. In the body at rest the 

brain consumes about two thirds of the total circulating glucose supply (compared to 

20 percent of the oxygen supply). Most of the remaining  third of the glucose supply 

goes to the skeletal muscles and red blood cells.  

 

P.155-156; 7
th

 Chapter;  

The chemistry of life Ayurveda and modern medicine;  

                                                                                      By Dr.R.D.Lele. 

            Now these two descriptions are appearing quite similar to each other; rather 

one can take them complementary of each other in place of making them competitor 

of one another. 

 

  The other notable aspect of these descriptions is that though Rasa-

Vigyan Vaad has been described in full detail in Ancient literature and the taste of 

various dravyas is thought to be directly (generally with some exceptions) also related 

to physical properties and which are gauva-aid gauNa:  Gurvavadi Gunas; and all the 

diseases are described to occur or increase because of disequilibrium of these  gauva-aid 
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gauNa:  and while treating all the diseases the physicians  are bound to alter or set those 

Gurvavadi Gunas  in proper required condition. 

 

8. All the basic fundamental principles of modern medicine have been described by 

respected Dr. R.D.Lele in his book “Ayurveda and Modern Medicine” and which have 

been fully appreciated by well known scientist like Dr. Vasant Gowarikar. We also 

feel that this book gives the basic necessary knowledge required for the practitioners 

of various pathies. Like that the knowledge enlisted in the syllabus of Padarth Vigyan 

of 1
st
 B.A.M.S. also can be another and equally important base for the practitioners of 

various pathies. Actually we feel that these two studies should be done in comparison 

to each other  as our ancient Acharya’s have educated. 

ekM Saas~maiQayaanaao na ivaVacCas~inaScayama\ 

tsmaadbahuEaut: Saas~M ivajaanaIyaaiccaik%sak: sau.saU.A.4 

 

  Means by reading  the various sciences one may develop the rare capacity of 

readying in between the lines and then fully new ideas may be comprehended by us. 

 

  For achieving this goal we require to compile the scattered references of 

descriptions related with Padarth Vigyan from various Darshana’s Samhitas and 

from other relevant ancient literature which the author have in typed and C.D. 

form. The same should be translated  in International scientific  language and be 

preached at International level by asking for the comments from various scholars 

related with different faculties of life sciences which may be accepted and to be 

include with proper rewarding to the justified comments. We also expect from 

the various concern Government bodies for their essential and valuable co-

operation to provide financial and academic support. 

 

9. Ours this decision is also supported by this aphorismas Mahakavi Harsh says:- 

AQaIitbaaoQaacarNaO  pc̀aarNaOdSa-SaaScats~: p`NayannaupaiQaiBa:  

 

  Teaching or leaning process of any science completes in following steps. 
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(i)      AQaIt  to learn the subject from various subject experts. 

 

(ii) baaoQa thinking analysis and looking for individual subjectivity in comparison to 

what has been taught by the subject expert. 

 

(iii) AacarNa  practical experience or the clinical study of the topic which was 

taught by the subject expert either independently or under the guidance of 

subject expert. 

 

(iv) PàcaarNa  presentation of the above knowledge before the experts and general 

audiences through various conferences or before the public by  very strong way 

of   PàcaarNa none other then the “MEDIA” 
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RREEVVIIEEWW  OOFF  AANNCCIIEENNTT  FFUUNNDDAAMMEENNTTAALL  

PPRRIINNCCIIPPLLEESS  

 

                                                                  

INTRODUCTION 

          

                   Fundamental Principles of Ancient Science arc eternal (Shaswat) and are 

being implemented for practical life with relativity to time and space elsewise they 

become the Historical  manuscript neither having vital value nor the impulses for 

future, but for any science rethinking, re-assessment and a new explanation 

particularly in reference to present day to day activities and  practices is always 

required. 

                   Most of the fundamental principles of Ayurveda have been derived from 

various Darshanas with necessary practicable modifications. The importance of these 

principles in  reference to present era becoming more essential because  A)     

 These principles are eternal truth (if re-exptained in present context)  and  

 are completely practically applicable at present and in future. 

 B)     The precise and authentic description of these fundamentals in  English is 

of a great importance enable to be known and used by most of  the intellectual 

educated masses in each and every faculty on international  field. 

C)     Most of these fundamentals are useful for daily activities and also in the 

 scientific practice and advance principles which are base ofthe modern 

 science. 

D)     In the light of coming and rigidly applying of various patenting laws the 

 description and understanding of these fundamental principles is gaining 

 more and more importance. 

E) If these Ancient fundamental principles are compared with principles of 

 modem medicine and allied sciences then many new ideas and concepts 

 may he conceived resulting into making of so many new workable test 

 worthy Hypothesis. 

F)      If some one is over occupied with thinking and working of positive deeds  for 

the benefit of society at large based on fundamental principles; then he  naturally 

is being drawn away from negative thoughts, deeds and their  results of various types. 
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 Some of these principles namely are:- 

   1)     Theory of Pramaana Vjgyan-Vaad means/instruments of attaining authentic 

 knowledge of  any topic (in every step of life). 

   2)    Theory of Shada Padarth Vigyan-Vaad (The whole knowledge of universe  can 

be classified and summarized in six big headings/words). 

   3)   Theory of Karya-Karna Vaad, (Various principles related with cause and 

 effect relationship) 

    4)    Theory of Pancha-Mahabhut Siddhant 

    5)    Theory of Tridosha Siddhant. 

    6)   Theory of Rasa Vigyan-Vaad Siddhant (detail knowledge and applicable 

 aspects of Six tests). etc. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

          

         The present study is mainly of literary type, hence mainly original references 

with minimal details ( only concluding views ) will be compiled from various 

Ayurvedic texts. Darshans and other Ancient literature by quoting suitable references. 

Though the explanation and examples in the present study may be new (of present era) 

but vary cautiously effort will be definitely made so that the original ancient views 

and descriptions do not get changed at all in any circumstances; so that authenticity of 

this description can he maintained properly. 

         

              Theory of Pramanama Vigyan Vaad Siddliant 

          

PRAMA 

 

    ;FkkFkZ vuqHko izek A 
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              Factual feeling by doing any act is known as Prama 

;FkkFkZ Kkue% A rr% Ik;kZ; izfefr% A  vejdks"k% 

              Factual knowledge (feeling) who’s synonyms is Pramiti 

Lak'k; fii;Z; fodYi Le`fr#i fpRro`fRrfHkUuk ;k fpRro`fRr% lk izek 

       bfr lkjcksf/kuh & lak[;dkfjdk 

rn~& or~% bfr lRizdkjd Kkue~  Hkze%fHkUUk Kkue~ A U;k; n'kZu 

               As it is or factual knowledge of any thing; doubt less knowledge of any thing 

(topic) is called Prama. 

          

         Note:- According to Darshanas and Ayurveda whole and all types of knowledge 

is gained by and through proper functioning of Mana, whole knowledge is used by 

Atma Tatva (Jivaatnia) which is also the site of whole knowledge. 

               That knowledge producing activity of Mana which is beyond doubt, 

apposition, may  be this or that, and also not based on memory but is a definite and 

perfect state of knowledge is known as Prama. 

          

 

PRAMEYA:- 

;r~ izekrq ;ksX;a rar~ izes;e~A 

The subject (topic) which stands the ability of Examination. 

 

;ks·FkZ% izeh;rs RkRizes;e~ A   O;kRL;k;u 

 

 On the basis of factual assessmet any topic which is proved/disapproved is 

called Prameya. Hence all the topics of investigations are prameya. 
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         Numbers and names of Premeya vary according to various darshana and 

Shastras; and ultimately the premeya of the whole universe can be countless 

depending upon wish and need of pramata. 

 

 

 

PRAMATA:- 

b;rk gsrq% A lR;okfn izekrk   bfr esfnuh & 'kCndYinqe 

 The person who proves evidences/investigates any topic in an unbiased way is 

called Pramata. Described by medina as quoted by Shabda-kalpadrum. 

 

 

 

PRAMAANA:- 

izeh;rs·usu bfr] fo"k; izeh;rs·usu bfr izek.k e~A 

 The mean/instrument by which truth of any topic (subject) is being examined 

and established is called a Pramaanaa. 

 

izek dj.ka] izek;k lk/kua tuda p ;r~ rr~ izek.ka A 

 The mean/instrument by which prama (true state of any subject is examined 

and established is called Pramaanaa. 

 

;FkkFkkZuqHko% izek] rr~ lk/kua p izek.ke~ A 

 True/factual knowledge of any subject is Pramaa, the means/instruments by 

which pramaa is examined and established is Pramaanaa. 
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vFkksZiyfC/kgsZrq% izek.ke~ A mn;ukpk;Z 

 Mean/instrument by which true knowledge of any subject is being attained is 

known as Pramaanaa. 

 

 

 

 

Number of Pramaanas accepted and described by various Darshanas and 

Shastras:- 

 

 The number of Pramanaas according to various Darshanas and Shastras vary:- 

 

izR;{ksda pkokZdk% d.kknlqxrks iqu% A 

vuqeku×p rPPkkfi] lak[;k% 'kCn'p rs·fi A 

U;k;Sdnsf'kuks·I;soeqiek×p dspu A 

vFkkZiR;k lgSrkfu pRok;kZg izHkkdj% A 

vHkko"VkU;srkfu HkkV~Vk osnkfUruLrFkk A 

laHkoSfrá ;qDrkfu rkfu ikSjkf.kdk txq% A  osnkUrdkfjdk 

 

1. Pratyaksha only one pramaana has been accepted and described by  Charvaak 

Darshan. 

2. Pratyaksha and Anuman two Pramaanas have been accepted  and described  by 

jain and Budha Darshanas as they belive that other pramaanas are based  on these 

two pramaanas and hence Apta Pramaana also can be incorporated  in these two 

pramaanas. 
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3. Pratyaksha, Anuman and Shabda (Aapta) three pramaanas have been 

 accepted and described by Sankhya-Darshan, Yoga-Darshan, Ramanuj-

 acharya and Jar Nyaya Darshan followers. 

4. Old and new followers of Nyaaya Darshana and shushrutha have described 

 four pramaanas i.e. Pratyaksha, Anumaan, Sbhabdha (aapta), and Upmaana. 

5. Along with above mentioned four Pramaanas the fifth extra pramaana 

 named as Arthaaptti has been described by Mimaansa Darshan led by 

 Prabhakar. 

6. Along with the above mentioned five pramaanas the sixth extra pramaana 

 named as Anupalabhadhi/aabhava has been described by Mimaansa   Darshan 

led by Kumaril  Bhaat and Vedant Darshan. 

7. Alongwith above mentioned six pramaanas extra two pramaanas i.e.  Sambhava 

and Eatihiya have been described by the preacher and follower  of pauranik view. 

8. Along with here mentioned eight pramaanas the ninth extra one i.e. Chesta 

 Pramaana has been described by Tantrikas. 

9. Along with above mentioned nine pramaanas the tenth one is Parishesha 

 described by some other scholars. 

 

 

 

 

 

Names and numbers of Pramaanas according to Ayurveda:- 

vk;qjfLeu~ fo|rs·usu ok··;qfoZUnrhR;k;qosn% AA 

RkL;k· M+xojek|a izR;{kkuqekuksiekusajfo#/ne~ AA  

mP;ekueqi/kkj; ------------------------------------------------------------- A lq- lw- 1@16 
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 Mean/instrument by which Aayu(life) is known or which helps in knowing 

Aayu; which explains or deals Aayu is known as Ayurveda. According to Lord 

Dhanvantari the most important branch Shalya/Surgery is being explained on the basis 

of Pratyaksh, Agama, Anumaan and Upmaan Pramanas, that to in an uncontroversial 

way; meaning here in this quotation Lord Dhanvantari while preaching Shalya Tantra 

Branch of Ayurved is non controvertial on the basis of four pramaanas. Hence 

Shushrut describes here mentioned four pramaanas. 

 

f}fo/ka [kyq loZa lPpklPp A 

rL; prqfoZ/kk ijh{kk & vkIrksins'k% izR;{ka]   vuqekua ;qfDr'psfr AA 

       p-lw-v- 11@17 

 

f=kfo/ka [kyq jksx fo'ks"k foKkua Hkofr 

r|Fkk & vkIrksins'k% izR;{ka] vuqeku psfr A p-fo-v- 4@3 

 Four pramaana shave been described by Charka Samhita in Sutra Sthana 

chapter 11, while in Vimaan Sthana chapter 4, Aaptopdesh, Pratyaksha and Anumaan 

only three pramaanas have been described. And in Vimaan sthana chapter 8 Yukti 

Pramaanas has been incorporated in Anumaan Pramaana. 

 

NOTE:As far as the using part of the other pramaanas is concerned, Charak have 

utilized all the 11 pramaanas while describeing the Shastra in detail or while 

explaining the various important aspects related with treatment of various diseases 

who’s references can be found in the treatment and other description of Charak 

Samhita. 

 

Gyanot-patti karma (mechanism of perception of any object) 

 

 According to ancient literature. 
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Note: (Though according to modern point of view this may be contradictory or 

unacceptable but as its serves as a base for the explaination of Pramaanas hence it is 

being quoted here) 

bUnz;s.ksfUnz;kFkksZ fg leuLdsu x`árs A 

dYI;rs eulk rw/oaZ xq.krks nks"krks·Fkok AA 

tk;rs fo"k;s r=k ;k cqfðfuZ'p;kfRedkAA   

O;oL;rs r;k oDrqa drqaZ ok cqfð iwoZde~   p-'kk-v- 1@23 

 

 By reading the related commentary of Chakrapanidutta we can conclude that 

while perceiving any object they are first of all being perceived by our five sense 

organs with the help of man(mind); then man produces various possibilities related 

with that perceived object (usefulness or unusefulness etc.) then ahankaar which is 

situated in Buddhi brings mamatva bhav  whether it is useful form or not. Budhi does 

the Adhya Vasaya (final decision) that I should take it or leave it; then this final 

decision is being conveyed to Atma-tatva. Atma Tatva is the final seat or authority of 

all knowledge. 

 

PRATYAKSHA PRAMAANA:- 

 

Kku dkj.kda Kkua izR;{ke~ A  rdZ laxzg 

 Knowledge perceived by sense organs is Pratyaksha. 

 

bfUnz;kFkZ lfUUkd"kZtU; Kkua izR;{ke~ A  rdZ laxzg 

 Knowledge acquired by direct perception of objects by related sense organs is 

Pratyaksha. 
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lk{kkrdkfj izekdj.ka izR;{ke~ A   rdZ  Hkk"kk 

 Acquiring of true knowledge of any object by direct perception with the help of 

related sense organs is Pratyaksha. 

 

izfrfo"k;k·/;olk;ks n`"Ve~ A   lak[;dkfjdk 

 Final decision done by Buddhi after perception of objects by related sense 

organs is known as Dhrista. 

 

izR;{kKkudj.kRos lfr izek.kRoa izR;{k izek.k y{k.ke~ A  U;k; 'kkL=k  

 The proof which produces the knowledge on the basis of direct perception is 

the definition of Pratyaksha Pramaana. 

 

bfUnz;kFkZ lfUUkd"kZ tU;Ros lfr KkuRoa izR;{k izek.k y{k.ke~ A U;k; 'kkL=k 

 The knowledge which is attained by knowledge producing connection of sense 

organs with their specific objects (topics) is the definition of Pratyaksha pramana. 

 

vkResfUnz; euks·FkkZuak lfUud"kkZr~ izorZrs A 

O;Drk rnkRos ;k cqfð% izR;{ka lk fu#p;rs AA  p-lw-v- 11 

 The knowledge which is gained (felt) immediately after connection of objects, 

sense organs, man and aatma. That is called pratyaksha.  

 

  

izR;{fefr ;fRdf×pnsokFkZ lk{kkRdkfjKkua rnso izR;{ke~ A  MYg.k 

 Knowledge which is gained after direct perception of Object is Pratyaksha. 
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euks·{kxreHkzkUra oLrq izR;{keqP;rs A  MYg.k 

 True knowledge (not misleading) gained by sense organs and Mana is called 

Pratyaksha. 

 

izR;{ka uke rn ;nkReukpsfUnz;S'p Lo;eqiyH;rs  

r=kkReizR;{kk% lq[knq[ksPNk}s"kkn;% 'kOnkn;fLRokfUnz; izR;{kk% A 

       p- fo- v- 8 

 Pratyaksha is that knowledge which is gained itself (without much effort) by 

Aatma and sense organs. Pleasure, sorrow, willingness and hatred are directly 

perceived by Aatma, where as words, touch, color, shape, taste and smell are 

perceived by sense organs. 

 

ijekFkZrLrq ;rks Hkofr bfUnz;knsjhn`'kh cqfðLrr~ izR;{ke~ A 

       pØikf.knRr 

 The end or resultant knowledge/feeling (which is described like this etc.) 

perceived by proper united functioning of object, sense organs, Maan, Buddhi, 

Ahankaar, that is Pratyaksha. 

 

v{kL;sfUnz;L;] izfrfo"k;a o`fRr% izR;{ka A  xaxk/kj 

 Ending/ Resultant activity (knowledge producing of all sense organs for their 

specific objects (shabd etc.) is Pratyaksha. 

 

bfUnz;kFkZ lfUUkd"kksZRiUua KkueO;;ins';e~ vO;fHkpkfj O;lk;kReda izR;{ka A 

      4 vkfUgd @ v/;k; 1  U;k;n'kZu 
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 Vyapadeshya means which can be told/explained in words. 

1. Aayapdeshya:- means a feeling which cannot be explained perfectly by any 

amount of words of any language. (for example one person is eating chocolate 

and his companion asks him how does it tastes? The eater says its sweet, then 

the companion again asks him whether its sweetness is of like milk, sugar or 

something else? Then at the end the eater has to give one to his companion for 

eating, for explaining his feelings perfectly and completely . hence the 

perception of feeling any object attained by Pratyaksha Pramaana is of such a 

detail nature that it cannot be explained to others perfectly by any amount of 

words of any language). 

2. Avyabhichari-Vyabhichari hetu is one which sometimes disproves the object 

(topic) of study, Abvyabhichari which never fails or  always found to be giving 

uncontradictory feeling/true state of knowledge. 

3. Vyavasaaya-atmakam-Vyavas-aaya-mean act/whole detail action is being fully 

observed. 

 The knowledge which is being perceived/felt by the connection of objects 

(topics) with the concerned sense-organs and the knowledge produced by thus 

is of such a detail type that it cannot be explained in words; which never gives 

contradictory knowledge and which gives the fullest detailed knowledge of any 

action. 

 

bfr "kM~fo/kk cqð;Lrklqe/;s ;k cqfðjkReuk fu;qT;ekua eu% la;qä 

Jks=kk|U;resfUnz;k.kak LokFksZu lg lfUUkd"kkZr~ rnkRos rkRdkfydh 

O;äk [kYo.;fHkpkfj.kh vO;ins';k O;olkfRedk izorZrs lk izR;{ka 

Uke ifj{kk izek.ka fu#p;rs A    xaxk/kjlsu 

 Meaning of 3 words are as above. The six type of knowledge (generated by 5 

sense organs and 6
th

 mana which is perceived immediately by connection word etc. 

specific subjects to ther specific sense organs and which is definitely of above three 

perculiarities known as pratyaksha named examination and is also called Pratyaksha 

Pramaana. 
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 Note :-Last two definition are of challenging type in which any addition or 

subtraction is impossible even by most learned scholars. 

 

 Because of three peculiarities of knowledge mentioned here are generated by 

Pratyaksha Pramaana and it is being produced immediately, Pratyaksha is known to be 

a most important one among all 11 pramaanas. 

 

 

Limitatins of Pratyaksha Pramaana and useful instruments to eliminate these 

limitations. 

Lkrak p  :ik.kkefr lfUud"kkZnfrfoizd"kkZnkoj.kkr~ dj.knkScZY;kr~ 

euksuoLFkkukr~ lekufHkgkjknfHkHkoknfrlkS{E;kPp  izR;{kkuqiyfC/k%] 

rLeknijhf{kresrnqP;rs izR;{kesokfLr ukU;nLrhfr A  p-lw-v- 11@8 

 Sometimes in the presence of objects/topic also sense organs cannot perceive 

the respective knowledge particularly when objects are:- 

1. very near(for example Kajal applied over eyelids); 2.beyond the capacity of 

sensory organs (bird flying in the sky);3.aavaranaad-hidden/covered objects by 

anything; 4. Karan daurbalayat-due to weakness of sense organs; 5. 

Manoanavasthanat-vibrating state of mind; 6. Samaanabhieharad because of 

similarities (if we keep one apple in the basket of apples and then mix those 

apples and ask the person to take out the same apple then it  becomes 

impossible); 7. Abhibhavat-when perception of an object is being dominated by 

another strong object as we cannot hear the fine sound in a noisy atmosphere or 

we cannot see the burning stars in the sky during day time; and 8. Ati-

sokhsmyaat when the objects are very small; hence people (Nastik Darshan 

Charvaak etc.) who except only one pramaana have made this statement 

without examining the state of affairs properly. 
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LIMITATIONS USEFUL INSTRUMENTS FOR 

ELIMINATION 

1. Very Closeness Nil 

2. Very Far Various telescopes 

3. Hidden/Covered object X-rays, Angiography, sonography, 

Doppler studies, Scanning. 

4. Weakness/unwellness of sense 

organs  

    etc. 

Various types of Spectacles/hearing 

aids. 

5.Non-concentration of mind  To pay attention/concentrate. 

6. Similarities/resemblance Histological pathological studies & 

various types of biopsies. 

7. Abhibhava (suppression of mild 

objects by very stronger one). 

To minimize the disturbing factors. 

8. Very tiny in shape size Various types of Microscopes along 

with electron microscopes. 

 

 

Other drawbacks of Pratyaksha Pramaana:- 

 

izR;{ka áYie~] vuyieizR;{kefLr] ;nkxeuqeku;qfäfHk:iyH;rs ------ A 

         p-lw-v- 11@7 

 Knowledge attained by Pratyaksha Pramaana is of very limited type while 

knowledge attained by appta, anumaan and yukti prmaanas is of unlimited and very 

broad type and which is of utmost use for the treatment of patients. 

 

ANUMAAN PRAMAANA:- 

 

vuq Ik'pkr~ eh;rs fuf'p;rs rr~ vuqeku e~A   U;k; okfrZd 

 Here Pratyakshaad word is Paad-shesh(silent) means after properly knowing 

some objects on the basis of pratyaksha some special knowledge is attained or 

determined properly is known as Anumaan. 
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 rfYyafMx fy·x~  iwode~ A     lak[;dkfjdk 

A special substance (when is not in a directly perceivable  position) is being perceived 

by its symptoms (such as liquidity of Jala Mahabhoot and heat of Agni Mahabhoot are 

mostly essential qualities) and by perceiving the liquidity  we conclude that the Jala 

Mahabhoot is present and by perceiving heat we conclude that the Agni Mahabhoot is 

present. 

 

vuqfefrdj.keuqekue~A     rdZ laxzg 

 To attain/gain the knowledge  of any topic on the basis of Anumiti is called as 

Anumaan. 

 

lk/kkur~ lk/; foKkua vuqekue~    rdZ laxzg 

 To know/assess the aim and objectives on the basis of materials and methods 

used in Anumaan. 

 

fersu fy·xsu vFkZL; Ik'pkUekua vuqekue~A  

    okRL;k;u  Hkk"; U;k; n'kZu 

 After studying in detail the unchangeable property peculiarity of any substance 

the position of related object (presense/absence/quality/quantity etc.) is being 

determined after wards that is known as Anumaan. 

 

oLrq ;r~ ijks{ka rnuqizR;{kkr~ ;Ueh;rs Kk;rs rnuqekue~ A   

        xaxk/kklsu 

 An object which is directly in an unperceivable state is being 

known/assessed/determined on the basis of relevant thinking of the full detail 
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knowledge acquired of the same object on the basis of direct perception is known as 

Anumaan. 

 

O;kfIrxzg.kknuq & vuUrjeh;rs lE;d~ fuf'p;rs ijh{kkFkksZ ;su rÙk vuqekua A 

 Vyapti always being togetherness of two thing is known as Vyapti. Such as 

smoke and fire; heat and agni mahaboot; liquidity and jala mahabhoot. After studying 

and final determination of togetherness of two substances; then after finding one 

which is in a directly perceivable state another which is in a directly unperceivable 

state is assessed/fully and perfectly determined afterwards is known as Anumaan. 

O;kfIr fof'k"V i{k/keZrk Kkua ijke'kZ% 

Ikjke'kZ tU; Kkueuqekue~ A    rdZ laxzg% 

 

 A place where one object is being perceived by sense organs out of two objects 

which always found to be together, the another object which is in unperceivable state 

at some place by related sense organs is being found/proved with full detail certainity 

is known as Paksha. Hence a knowledge which is generated by detail knowledge of 

discussion vyapti and then finding of one perceivable part of vyapti in a particular 

place is kown as Paksha Dharmata. Then a concluding  full detailed and doubtless 

knowledge is being attained by mixing the knowledge of Vyapti (1
st
 stage) along with 

knowledge generated by Paksha Dharmata (II
nd

 stage) is known as Anumaan and that 

is also called as Pramarsh janya gyan. 

 

Eg. 

1. For estimation of Hemoglobin of any patient we take a fix quantity of fresh 

blood and put in a tube of standard caliber and then we go on adding distilled water in 

that tube till the color of the tube matches with the standard color provided parallel to 

this test tube; then we take the measurement of total volume on the scale provided just 

parallel to here mentioned test tube. 

 We know that the hemoglobinometer has been prepared and has been made 

standardized by many research workers on ths basis of their detailed knowledge 

gained on the subject based on Pratyaksh Pramana and then we take this standardized  
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(experienced) knowledge as base and then we compare this with the test  and when we 

finally calculate the reading of test perfectly. 

2. For estimation of Blood Sugar  of patient we take a standard (known 

concentration of sugar per 100 ml. of blood) solution of sugar in a test tube that is 

taken as S
1
.   This test tube is kept in the slot of colorimeter, where standard and 

uniform light is being passed through this tube; some of this light is being absorbed  

by the tube and the remaining light directly strikes the phto cell which onverts this 

light in electric current which is measured by galvanometer directly attached to 

photocell and this reading is being noted as R
1
. Then patients blood serum  (who’s 

glucose estimation is to be done that is supposed to be S
2
) is taken in the same tube 

and again the reading is taken by using the colorimeter same way for the 2
nd

 time and 

reading is marked as R
2
. Then by knowing S

1
, R

1
 amd R

2
, S

2
 is being calculated 

perfectly and that becomes the estimated Blood Sugar content of the patient. 

 Here also on the basis of standardized process which is based on elaborate 

study of that topic based on Pratyaksha Pramaana we compare the test which the 

standard and estimate its perfect value which is called Anumaana. 

 Now we can say that most of the investigations whether let it be Radiological; 

hematological;histological; or of any other type are being conducted on the basis of 

some basic and standardized knowledge attained by Pratyaksha Pramana and then test 

is being compared with those earlier laid down standard and the test is being estimated 

perfectly and which is similar to the process of Anumaan Pramaana. 

 Now we also can say that a direct inspection or examination done by a clinician 

of any patient is mainly based on Pratyaksha Pramana and for again confirming his 

clinical findings all investigations done by a clinician are either instruments used for 

elimination of limitations of Pratyaksha Pramana or are the scientific extended form of 

Pratyaksha Pramana and that is called as Anumaan in ancient literature. 

 

 Here we should note that the knowledge produced by Pratyaksha Pramana 

May be very limited but it is of avyabhichari type, that is perfect doubtless and 

fallacyless while knowledge produced by Anumaan Prmaana that all type of 

investigation may be false if the standard earlier laid down materials and methods are 

not perfectly correct. Perhaps the same sense/meaning is being conveyed by other 

details description of Saddhetus and Asaddhetus of Anumaan. 

 

AAPTA PRAMAANA:- 
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lk{kkdj.keFkZL;kfIrLr;k izorZUrs bfr vkIr A  miLdkj Vhdk 

 Direct perception of topics/subjects is known as aapti and the people who 

behave or preach on the basis of Aapti are known as Aapta. 

 

vkIrkLrÙokFkZ osfnu% A     MYg.k 

 Aaptas are who possess the factual state of knowledge of their topics. 

 

vkIr% [kyq lk{kkrd`r/kekZ ;Fkkn`"VL;kFkZL; fp[;kif;"k;k iz;ksäk mIns"Vk A 

        U;k; okfrZd 

vkIr% [kyq lk{kkrd`r/kekZ ;Fkkn`"VL;kFkZL; fp[;kif;"k;kxe% A 

        OkkRL;k;u 

 Aapta definitely are who directly have self work experience of a concern 

subject and they also want to tell their experience exactly as they have observed and 

updeshtaa and aagam is another synonym of aapta. 

 

vkxe;fr cks/k;fr lw{efOkizd`"VkuFkkZfuR;kxe% A  pØikf.k 

 The person who explains or teaches the subjects which are directly in an 

unperceivable state by sense organs because they are either very tiny in shape or are 

situated very far away. 
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Deginition of Aapta:- 

 

r=kkIrksins'kks uke vkIropue~ A 

vkIrk  áfordZLe`frfoHkkxfonks fu"izhR;qirkinf'kZu'p A 

rs"kkesoaxq.k;ksxk|}pua rr izek.kke~ A 

vizek.ka iqueZrksUeÙk eq[kZjänq"Vknq"Vipufefr A 

          p-fo-v 4@4 

forZd dFkrak vfuf'prKkufefr ;kor~] Le`fr Lej.kKkua 

foHkkx ,dns'k%] ,rf}Ik;Z;kfUu'p;sukuqHkosu p dkRL;sZu p 

Hkkoku tkurs] rs·fordZLe`fr foHkkx fon% A fu"izhR;k fu:irkisu p 

nz"Vqa 'khya ;s"kak rs rFkk ,rsu ;FkkFkZ n'khZ funksZ"k'pkIrks HkorhR;qäa Hkofr A 

          pØikf.knÙk 

vfordsZ.k] fordZ & ÅgkiksgkReda] fordZ fouk lnSok·foPNsnsu] 

;qäKkusu] + =kSdkfydkuak losZ"kkeso Hkkokuak rRosu Le`R;k foHkkxa 

Lknln:iRoa onfUr ;s rs vforZdLe`fr foHkkx fon vkIr% A 

izhR;qirkikH;ak fuxZrk% fu"izhr;qirkik% A ;s n"Vqa 'khyoUrLrsRokIrk A 
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        xxak/kjlsu 

 After inclusion of opinions of Chakrapanidutta and Gangadharsen 

(commentators of Charak Samhita) meaning of this quotation will be – 

 Aaptopadesh and aapta vachan are synonyms. Aaptas are eminent experts of 

subject. 

(i) who’s knowledge is not based on reasoning (knowledge based on reasoning 

 may be uncertain and who also know the present, past and futuristic state  of 

the concerned topic, 

(ii) who’s knowledge is not based on memory but having realized knowledge 

 (memory sometimes may be wrong), 

(iii) who’s knowledge is not partial but absolutely complete and 

(iv) they are habituated of observing the objects without any affection and 

 prejudice (fully unbiased way), 

 

 Because of these properties the opinion of these scholars experts is taken as 

proof, and opposite to this who are alcoholics, who are under the influence of sedative 

etc. who are fools, who are baised and who are not gentlemen their opinion in never 

being taken as proof. 

 

jtLreksH;ak fueqZäkLriksKkucysu ;s A 

;s"kak f=kdkyeeya KkueO;kgra lnk A 

vkIrk% f'k"Vk focqðkLrs rs"kak okD;ela'k;e~ A 

lR;a] o{;fUr rs dLeknlR;a fujtLrek% A  p-lw-v- 11@19 

 

'kklfr txRd`RLua dk;Zdk;Z izo`fRr fuo`R;qins'ksusfr f'k"Vk% A 

vkIrh jtLreks:inks"k{k;% r|qäk vkIrk] lk{kkRdj.keFkZL;kfIr% A 
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r;k izorZr bR;kIr% A cksðO;a fo'ks"ks.k cqðesrSfjfr focqðk% A 

        pØikf.knÙk 

 

 Those subject experts who because of their superior sincereity in mastering 

their subjects have successfully and completely overcome or nullified the effects of 

Raja (produces love, anger hatered, etc) and Tama (produces laziness, inattentiveness 

and habitual of avoiding the important and srious matters also) and who posses 

undoubting holistic and peculiarities related with present past and futuristic state of 

affairs knowledge of their subject/topics along with knowledge of ever readiness 

behavior type are called as aapta; shishta and vibhuddha; their sentences are treated as 

doubtless final truth they always speak the truth; because of nullifying of the effects of 

Raja and Tama they have completely nullified/overcome the causes of telling lie. 

 Shistha are those subject experts who rule or govern the whole universe by 

preaching how and what is to be done and what should not be done. 

 Aapti means those subject experts who on the basis of superiorty of their 

knowledge have completely overcome or nullified the effect of Raja and Tama or who 

work or preache their subjects on the basis of self sound particle experiences. 

 Vibbudha means those subject experts who know the all important aspects of 

their subject of specialty with all full possible details. 

 

 

Types of Aapta:- 

 

,rPpkIry{k.ka lgtkIrczgek|fHkizk;s.k] ykSfddkuak rq iq:"kk.kkekIrRoa izfr 

fo"k; lE;XKkua laHkosu rf}"k;jkx}os"kklaHkosu p cksðO;e~ A 

        pØikf.knÙk 

 There are mainly two types of appta 

1. Sahaj aapta these are Brahma Nistha or divine bodies, such as Brahma, 

 prajapati , etc. 
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2. Lokik aapta are those subject experts who know their subject fully and 

 perfectly and also are unbiased. 

 

Other types of Aapta:- 

 These may be 

a) Parents of a child because they want to impart true knowledge to their 

 children. 

b) A patient to a clinician, because a patient describes a true state of affairs 

 regarding his sufferings to a clinician. 

c) Any preacher or subject expert who describes his subject in an unbiased 

 manner. 

d) Ours so many sayings, religious rituals, customs and traditions also can be 

 counted in Aapta pramaana if they are truly applicable and beneficial. 

 

Incorporation/Inclusion of various Pramaanas in three Pramaanas:- 

 

 All other eight Pramaanas i.e. Upmaan; Arthpatti; Sambhava; 

Abhav/Anuplabhi; Prishesh; chesta; Yukti and Aatihya have been 

incorporated/included in three Pramaanas i.e. Pratyaksha; Anumaan and aapta. 

Though there is big controversy among various Darshanas and Shashtras in describing 

that which Pramaana among Upmaan etc. is being incorporated in which Pramaana 

among three pratyaksha etc. Pramaanas; but ultimately above mentioned three 

Pramaanas are considered to be the main one among total eleven pramaanas. 

 

Sequence/logical way of using three Pramaanas for attaining any ture knowledge 

f=kfo/ksu [kYousu Kkuleqnk;su iwoZ ifj{; jksxa loZFkk loZeFkksRjdky& 

e/;olkuenks"ka Hkofr] u fg Kkuo;osu d`RLus Ks;s KkueqRi|rs A 

f=kfo/ks RofLeu~ Kkuleqnk;s iwoZekIrksins'kkTKkua] rr% izR;{kkuqekukH;ak 
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ijh{kksii|rs A fda áuqifn"Va iwoZ ;Rr~ izR;{kkuqekukH;ak ijh{kek.kks fo|kr~ 

rLekn~f}fo/kk ijh{kk Kkuorak izR;{kkuqekua p ] f=kfo/k ok lgksins'ksu AA 

        p- fo- v- 4@5 

 

 Out of total three means (Pramaanas) of attaining holistic and ture knowledge 

of any subject (any disease for a clinician), one must literarily read that subject 

(diseases for clinican) fully and completely because on the basis of this all other 

forwarding decision can be taken properly without any lacuna, as it is truly stated that 

on the bsis of partial knowledge, holistic true knowledge cannot be attained. Hence 

out of total three means of atttaing  holistic and true knowledge one must first know 

the subject on the basis of Aapta Pramaana (i.e. by listening the lectures of subject 

experts or by conducting  the required  literary surveys of the subject); then the same 

topic should be examined on the basis of Pratyaksha (directly practically doing and 

observing carefully the same topic) and Anumaan (on the basis of theoretical 

knowledge and practical observation do the relevant thinking or by conducting 

relevant investigation i.e. discussions and come out to some reliable/realistic 

decisions) Pramaana. For example a clinical teacher asks his students to examine a 

patient for the presence of jaundice in a patient then first of all the student must be 

knowing that the pallor tint is to be observed and that too on the conjunctiva of that 

particular patient(this knowledge is based on Aapta Pramaana) then the pallor pigment 

and its intensity must be checked directly (this is Pratyaksha Pramana only) in that 

patients eyes and lastly the students must check for confirmationof their clinical 

findings with the amount of serum bilirubin in that patients blood or other liver 

function test along with relevant examination of urine (this knowledge imparting 

method is called Anumaan Pramaana) and then the students and their clinical teacher 

attain the holistic and real knowledge of that patient that too related with 

presence/absence of jaundice. 

 Out of these three holistic and real knowledge attaining measures  the 1
st
 one 

i.e. Aaptopdesh is of most importance as on the basis of this other two examinations 

(Pramaana) become possible to be carried out and because without aaptopdesh (basic 

knowledge) later two examinations (Pramaana) will be hardly of any use. 

 

Method of deciding the realibility of Aapta Pramana. 
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1. Now on the basis of sequences of using these knowledge attaining measures, 

we get the first hand information on any topic on the basis of Aapta Pramaana and 

then we must always assess the reliability of that first hand knowledge on the basis of 

Pratyaksha and anumaan Pramaana that too in our climate and circumstances and as 

this has been advocated by ancient acharyas themselves and on the basis of this we 

can infer that every Aapta is always questionable and reassess able and which shows 

the amount of honour for real knowledge our ancient acharyas had. 

 

 /keZ 'kkL=k fojks/ks rq ;qfä ;qDrks fof/kLe`r% bfr Le`fr & 'kCndYinqzedks"k  

 

2. In this quotation of Shabdha-Kalpadrum kosh on the basis of smriti granthas it 

has been clarified that sometimes some where the descriptions of Religious granthas 

may be contradictory to our real practices of day to day life then in this situation a 

particular right has been given to the present Dharma-acharyas to predict or change 

the meaning/applicable aspect of the related statement as per the appropriate 

requirement of the present era and conditions. 

 Now we know that the smriti granthas are included in the description related 

with Sahaj Aapta; And here Acharyas clearly state that contradictory religious 

quotations also mus be modified according to the daily social practices without any 

adherence to any thing. Hence according to most ancient quotations also attaining and 

description of unbiased true and practicable knowledge is of most importance. 

 

3. however on this topic the views of Prof. V.J.Thakar, I.P.G.T. & R. Jamnagar as 

described in his book Methodology of Research in ayurveda on Page 52 is “ 

The result of the investigation  (of a Research worker) may be a positive 

finding and then it may confiem the traditional concepts of claims or it may be 

a negative findings and it may disprove old beliefs and claims; but negative 

findings simply are to be treated as indications for the need of further 

meticulous examination from different angles. It should  not rear arrogance in 

the worker’s mind to be bold to declare the Shahstras as flase and their claims 

as wrong, because the shastras are containing facts; the verification of which 

was possible by the Rishis with different methods and means which we do not 

possess at present. So they are the subject of further investigation till we 

become competent of ther level” 
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On the basis of these quide lines we can decide the realibiity  of various Aapta 

quotations. 

 

Comprehensive Theory of Pramaana Vigyan Vad 

 

 The here mentioned process of Pramaana Vigyan Vaad knowingly or 

unknowingly is being used every where. For example if we want to go any where or 

want to do any thing, then first of all we have to collect the basic knowledge of that 

place or act from a reliable source (this is the use of Aapta Pramaana), then after doing 

some necessary preparations we start going there/doing that work (this whole process 

always remain based on Pratyaksha Pramaana) then ultimately where that action is to 

be stopped and how (is always being decided on the basis of Anumaan Pramaana). 

 Like that for doing any research work for selection and making of a working 

hypothesis one has to study that topic in full detail (which remains based on Aapta 

Pramaana) then while studying the applicable aspect of that hypothesis one very 

regularly and carefully have to collect the data in an unbiased way; which remains 

based on Pratyaksha Pramana; then comparision, discussion and drawing of 

conclusions etc. remains based on Anumaan Pramaana. 

 Now this process is knowingly/unknowingly is being adopted by each and evey 

living creature in each and every walk of life and that has been done right from the 

starting of universe; still is being repeated and will be followed in the future also. 

Hence we can conclude that there was/is nothing and also will not be out of scope of 

theory of Pramaana Vigyan-Vaad. 

 

Basis for claiming of patentism for the theory of Pramaana Vigyan Vaad 

 

1. Now as the eternal trughfulness of this theory has been proved beyond doubt 

and who’s scope is not bounded by limits of time and space then patentism of 

this theory must be done in favour of our six Aastik Darshanas or Ayurveda 

provided more better, more elaborate and more ancient description of this 

theory is not being found any where else in any type of literature of the whole 

universe. 

2. our this act of making patentism of this theory in the favour of our six Aastik    

Darshana’s/Ayurveda also may be taken as a long awaited way of showing our 
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thankfulness to our long chain of ancient Acharyas as the act of unthankfullness 

(kritaghanta) has been considered to be a great sin (paap) and has to be avoided by all 

civilizations. 

 

Possibilities of finding of new hypothesis 

 

 Though so may drug research have been successfully undertaken by various 

Scholars of modern medicine also and by which various activities (properties) such as 

antihypertensive, immunomodulator, anti-oxidizing, containing of natural steroids and 

many more have been studied and published  in various research jounal; but the long 

awaited big wave/big leap or big boom still is not occurring in this field of research by 

which various new fields of research can be opened. Perhaps the main reason behind 

this may be that the multi faced research based on fundamentals principles has hardly 

been conduced and it appears that this very huge but nearly virgin area still remains to 

be explored properly. For doing this the ideal way may be that the sincere 

academicians of various subjects of modern medicine, other bio medical sciences  and 

Ayurveda; who really have become Parishkrit vidya/upaskrutvidya (have been 

teaching their subject since many years) and prishkrut vidya (who have refined the 

knowledge of their subjects by teaching their students since many years) should come 

to a common platform, then discuss, compare and try to integrate the relavant 

descriptions by doing this, these subject experts may find out various new workable 

hypothesis and by studying those (hypothesis) practically, we jointly may be able to 

open up the various new fields area of research. 

The other commonly observed fact regarding Ayurveda and modern medicine is that :- 

a) Both sciences have a common objective of increasing the life span or 

 improving the quality of life of human kind (chikitsa-adhikrit pursha) 

b) Modern medicine is based on various other basic sciences while Ayurveda is 

mainly based on various Dharshanas and hence been known to be a Sarva Parishad 

Shastra. Like that the basic difference between the two scinces is that the Ayurvedic 

ancient scholars while observing and describing the principles related with aayu of 

human kind have a telescopic or holistic approach; while modern medicine have 

described the basic facts/observations related with ayu of humankind by adopting an 

analytical/dissecting or microscopic approach. Now if we can intermix this two 

view/approaches related with aayu of humankind at the level of super specialty, then 

we may certainly come out with fully new concepts and idea which can open up very 

broad areas of research. 
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AAUUTTHHEENNTTIICC  AAYYUURRVVEEDDIICC  FFUUNNDDAAMMEENNTTAALL  

PPRRIINNCCIIPPLLEESS  FFOORR  TTHHEE  TTRREEAATTMMEENNTT  OOFF  VVAARRIIOOUUSS  

AAIILLMMEENNTTSS 

 

Introduction:- 

  Properties of various substances have been taken as one of the most 

important basic units for producing various effects/action based on the theory of cause 

and effect. Charak Samhita’s concept (theory) of GUNA (properties) is one of the 

marvelous useful and most competent description. According to Charak following are 

the basic properties. 

 

lkFkkZ xqokZn;ks cqfð% iz;RukUrk ijkn;% xq.kk izksäk AA 49 AA p-lw-v- 1 

 

A. lkFkkZ SARTHA they are (i) SHABDA (word) (ii) SPARSHA (touch) (iii) ROOP 

(figure/color) (iv) RAS (Taste) (v) GANDHA (smell), these five properties are of a 

great ubiquitous / omnipresent nature as they are being realized by each and every 

creature  of this universe in accordance to available organs (ADHISTHAN) or they 

are the foremost basic media via which all the creatures remain attached to 

external environment or surroundings. Fundamentally they are only 5 broad 

universal implication of these five and their analytical evaluation may sometimes 

become the basis of indentification and acceptance of theory of Pancha-Mahaboot 

by contemporary sciences. 

 

B. xqokZfn  Heavy etc. 20 properties (described ahead) they are taken as physical 

properties and having nature of relativity found in various diets; medicines and tissues 

of all the organisms; whose imbalance is the main cause of physical ailments in 

various organisms; upon which various treatments are based.  Since these properties 

generally belongs to matter having mass i.e. dominancy of prithvi  Tatva  hence the 

group nomenclatured as (xqokZfn); these are  la[;k lkeF;Zdj which maintain full 

calculability and objectivity in all circumstances; which are just opposing to one 

another and on the basis of who’s language three doshas (Vatta. Pitta and Kapha) have 

been described as  
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#{k% 'khrks y?kq% lq{e'pyks·Fk fo"kn% joj% A 

  foijhr xq.kSnzZO;Zek#r% laiz'kkE;fr AA 59 AA p-lw-v- 1 

 

The properties of Vata are dry (opposite to oily), cold, light, minute, unstable, 

extremely dry and rough and it is being pacified  by administering products of 

opposite qualities. 

 

It is necessary to mention in this context that PITTA by nature is only AGNEY but 

due to combination of various available factors in the body it reflects it’s various 

properties as follows:- 

 

lLusgeq".ka rh{.ka p nzoeEya lja dVq A 

foijhr xq.kS% fiÙka nzO;Sjk'kq iz'kkE;fr AA 60 AA p-lw-v 1 

Properties of pitta are slightly unctuous, hot, biting spicy like chilly, liquid, mobile, 

acidic and pungent in taste  and which is being pecifiable immediately    by 

administering the substances of exact opposing qualities. 

 

xq# 'khr e`nq fLuX/k e/kqj fLFkj% fifPNyk% A 

'Yks"e.k% iz'kea ;kfUr foijhr xq.kSxqZ.kk% AA 6 AA p-lw-v 1 

 

Heavy, cold pacifying (opposite to biting like chilly) unctuous, stable, viscid and 

sweet in taste are the qualities of Kapha and the same are being pacified by 

administering exact opposite quality possessing substances.  

 

 So we can say that these Vatta, Pitta and Kapha (Tridoshas) may be taken as 

hypothetical substances representing the probable factual state of affairs of gurvadi 

gunas only upon the basis of which various structural, physiological and pathological 
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description are made. So Tridoshas are a very convenient and usually gross (not very 

exact) generalized way; Basically representing the gurvadis 20 gunas. 

 

 Among these all 20 properties ushana (hot) and sheeta (cold) both  work as 

leader of their respective group because if hot property increases then other  relevant 9 

properties will bound to increase and opposite 10 properties will decrease 

proportionally. Hence these 2 are known as Virya Sangaka Guna (most potent 

dominant active properties) as says Acharya VAGHBHATTA 

 

m".k 'khr xq.kksRd"kkZr~ r=k oh;Z f}/kk Le`re A v-â-lw-v  1 

 

C. cqð;kfn@iz;RukUrk BUDHYADI  – various types of knowledge (a group of 6 

properties initiated by the description of Budhi) Prayatna initial action in a chain of 

various actions (a group of these 6 properties who’s description ends by the 

descriptions of prayatna). They are 6 (i) Buddhi – All types of knowledge feelings (ii) 

Sukha – pleasant feelings  (iii) Dukha – sorrow (iv) Iccha – willingness (v) Dvesha – 

Hatred and (vi) Prayatna – Initial action out of chain of action. 

 

 These are known as vk/;kRe xq.kk%  Adhyatma gunas which are thought to be 

responsible for maintaining mental health, if they are in disequilibrium  state then they 

produce various mental illness and they are of prime importance for the treatment of 

mental illnesses. They mediate their effects in all living  beings via 2 manas doshas 

i.e. Raja and Tama. 

 

According to Charak Samhita Sutra No.5 to 9 of chapter 6 of Viman Sthana 

physical dosha i.e. Vata, Pitta and Kapha are 3 and they produce various physical 

ailments while Raja and Tama are manas doshas (mental doshas) which produce 

various mental illness. Though for the purpose of description  they are described 

separately but they always affect each other most of the time they got intermixed so 

we can conclude that Doshas (Vata, Pitta and Kapha) causes of all physical ailments 

in all living beings individually are nothing else but a combination of      7 – 8 gunas 

(properties) out of 20 guruadi gunas. 
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D. ijkfn  PARADI, these are last 10 properties of a very peculiar group which are 

(i) ij Comparatively best (ii) vij comparatively worst (iii) ;qfä a successful scheme 

for performing an act (achieving of any goal) (iv) Lak[;k numerical calculations (v) 

Lak;ksx union/combination (vi) foHkkx separation of constituents   or to collect one 

specific  part out of a union of some substance  (vii) Ik`FkdRo   (a) vla;ksx separation (b)  

oSy{.; groups comparative distinctness  (c) vusdrk individual entity or separation 

(viii)  ifjek.k measurement s of weight and volume etc. (ix) laLdkj process of 

changing the amendable qualities  (x) vH;kl long standing continuous practice of 

something. 

 

Peculiarities of this group of properties are:- 

 

(a) uuq p d.kknsu lIr xq.kk ijRokn;% ifBrk% u rq ;qfä 

laLdkj·H;klkL=k;% bfr psr~ \ LkR;e A ijRokn;% lIr 

xq.kk% izÑfr xq.kk u rq dk;Z xq.kk%] loZeSo nzO; xq.k 

deZlq orZUrs ---- A xaxk/kj 

 Meaning Maharishi Kanad preacher of Vaisheshik Darshan have described 

only 7 Paradi gunas by deleting 3 gunas i.e. Yukti, Sanskara and Abhyaas (which have 

been contributed by Ayurvedic Scholars) as they preached that these Paradi gunas 

operating field is so enormous that they were found to be present in the universe 

producing (forming) factors also that is why they are called as Prakriti bhoot gunas 

and naturally they  are bound to be present in all the substances of this universe. 

 

(b) This peculiarity of paradi gunas has been accepted by Charak also by saying 

regarding them to be flð;qik;k fpfdRlk;k AA30AA  ch. Sutra chapter 26 that these 

gunas are the base for attaining success in various treatments. The same has been 
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counter confirmed by saying ;SjfofnÙkS% bes ijkfn xq.kk% urs fpfdRlk;ak ;Fkkor izoZrUrs 

AA35AA  ch. Sutra chapter 26 i.e. the vaidyas (doctor) who do not know and use these 

paradi gunas they cannot administer the treatment properly. 

 

 Now on the basis of these descriptions we also can infer that all the physical 

ailments are caused by the disequilibrium of gurvadi gunas and the various 

characteristics of this disequilibrium (qualitative and quantitative) are to be assessed 

with on the basis of paradi gunas then just opposing guruvadi gunas of matching but 

of opposing characteristics are to be ingested by the patient in most suitable manner. 

 

(c) In all current Research projects we very sincerely  collect the data that too in an 

objectivise calculable mathematical terms preferably and this cannot occur without the 

involvement of sankhya then we write the discussion part of our project where various 

types of comparative observations are  being recorded along  with writing the various 

possibilities and advantages and disadvantages of various variables which remains 

based on para apara gunas. Now on the basis of all this we can say that the current 

research methodology and statistics appear to be changed and improved version of 

these paradi gunas. 

 

 

GURUVADI GUNAS AND THEIR ROLE IN MAINTENANCE  OF GOOD 

HEALTH OR REPRODUCING IN-NUMERABLE AILMENTS. 

 

le$e Mejerjb veece ®esleveeefOe<þeveYetleb He_JeceneYetleefJekeÀejmecegoe³eelcekebÀ 

mece³eesieJeeefn ~ ³eoe¿eefmce_ed Mejerjs OeeleJees Jew<ec³eceeHeÐevles leoe keÌuesMeb 

efJeveeMeb Jee HeéHveesefle ~ Jew<ec³eieceveb efn HegveOee&letveeb Je=efOoÛemeiecevece – 

keÀelmv³exve Heḱe=Àl³ee ®e ~~4~~     ®e.Mee.De. 6 

 In Sharir Vichaya (formation of bodies of all living beings) named chapter of 

shareer sthana of charak samhita it has been quoted that the bodies of all living beings 

are made up of appropriate union of pancha mahabootas and chetan tatauva (soul) 

which are properly run by appropriate equilibrium; when these basic constituents 
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(Dhatus) attain a state of disequilibrium  then accordingly various diseases or loss of 

bodies (of all living beings) is being produced. This disequilibrium state is of 2 types 

on the basis of either deficiency or an excess of body forming constituents (Dhatus) 

and these deficiency or excess is also of 2 types i.e. either in totality means 

quantitative and of peculiar qualities mean qualitative. 

 

OeeleJeë Hegveë Meejerjeë meceeveiegCewë meceeveiegCeYetef³e<þwJee&efHe 

 DeenejefJekeÀejwjY³em³eceevewJe&=efOo HeéHvegJeefvle; Ûemevleg efJeHejerle 

 iegCewefJe&HejerleiegCeYetef³e<þwJee&H³eenejwjY³em³eceevew ë ~~9~~  ®e.Mee.De. 6 

 The basic constituents that is dhatus (various tissues) of all bodies are being 

enhanced/ are replenished proportionally by continuously ingesting the dietary 

byproduct of similar qualities as of Dhatus (various tissue) and are being diminished 

/lessened proportionately by continuously ingesting the dietary byproducts of opposite 

qualities or comparatively opposite qualities as of Dhatus. Hence for maintaining a 

required /appropriate type of equilibrium of Dhatus (Body tissues) their qualities and 

similarity dissimilarity based (dietary/Medicinal) comparative studies of these   

qualities will be of utmost importance and these basic units are guruadi gunas, as 

stated ahead. 

 

 le$esces MejerjOeelegiegCeeë mebK³eemeeceeL³e& keÀjeë; leÐeLee- 

 iegªueOegMeerlees<CeefmveiOeª#ecevoleer#CeefmLe jmejce=ogkeÀefþveefJeMeo 

 efHeef®íueÞue#CeKejmet#cemLetuemeevêêJeeë   

 

 These are the properties of Sharir Dhatus (body tissues) such as 1) Xkq#  - Heavy 

2) Yk?kq - light 3) 'khr - cold 4) m".k - hot 5) fLuX/k - unctus 6) #{k - unoily (dry) 7) eUn - 

pacifying (opposite to Tikshna) 8 rh{.k - Spicy (biting taste as of green chilies) 9) fLFkj 

- stable 10) lj mobile (producing the urge of deification etc.) 11) e`nq - soft 12) dfBu 

- Hard 13) fo'kn - very dry 14) fifPNy - Viscid 15) 'y{.k - glistening smooth surface 
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16) [kj - rough surface 17) Lkw{e - very minute 18) LFkwy - bigger in configuration 19) 

lkUnz - concentration (hypertonic) 20) nzo 

 - dilute (hypotonic) and they are sankhya samarthya kara. 

 

mebK³ee %eeveb ieCevee Jee, le$e meeceL³e¥ kegÀJe&vleerefle mebK³eemeeceL³e& keÀjeë~  

Sles efn iegJee&o³ees %eelee efJebMeefleieg&Jee&o³ees YeJevleerefle ³ep%eeveb mebK³eemeeceL³e&ªHeb lele kegÀJe&efvle  

~      ®ekeÀ́heeefCe 

 

 Sankhya gayan means calculation which have the property of perfect 

calculability means these gurvadi gunas possess the capability of objectiwise 

calculability / assess ability and they never leave their this peculiarity regarding them 

further continuous explanation is as under:- 

 

     les<eg ³es iegjJemles 

iegªefYejenejefJekeÀejiegCewjY³em³eceevewjeH³ee³³evles, ueIeJe½e Ûmeefvle; 

ueIeJemleg ueIegefYejeH³ee³³evles, iegjJe½e Ûmeefvle ~ SkecesJe meJe&OeelegiegCeeveeb 

meeceev³e³eesieeodJe=ef×ë, efJeHe³e&³eeodÛemeë ~ lemceevceebmeceeH³ee³³eles ceebmesve 

Yet³emlejcev³esY³eë MejerjOeelegY³eë, leLee ueesefnleb ueesefnlesve, cesoes cesomee, 

 Jemee Jeme³ee, DeefmLe leªCeemLvee, ceppee cep%ee, Megkeb́À MegkeśÀCe, ieYe&mlJeeceieYexCe ~~10~~  

    ®e.Mee.De.6. 

 Body tissues which have guru (heavy) qualities will be enhanced by 

continuously using/ingesting guru quality via-diet medicine or our daily routine in 

proportion to the quantity of their uses  and side by side the opposing quality that is 

laghu (lightness) will also be decreased proportionately like that all these 20 properties 

of body tissues are increased or decreased in proportion to the quantity and quality of 

their uses. Now this fully calculable object wise method is for quantitative  addition or 

reduction will be occurring by adding same substance or by taking out the same 

substances and that to exact proportionately. Like that all body tissues are being 
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increased by using the byproducts having similar qualities and are being decreased  by 

using the byproducts of opposite qualities; that’s why meat is the best among all the 

eatables for enhancing muscles of the body like that blood is best enhancer of blood 

content of our body etc. 

 

 Based on all these quotations it becomes clear that gurvadi gunas (qualities) are 

of prime importance for maintaining good physical health or for creating nearly all 

physical diseases based on their peculiar state of imbalance of these gurvadi gunas. 

Therefore prescribing of most appropriate individual treatment of various ailments of 

different individuals also should be decided on the basis of proper assessment of these 

Guruvadi Gunas. 

 

 This act of proper assessment of Gurvadi Gunas along with their precise degree 

of imbalance appears to be quite impracticable also for the practice of all 3 qualities 

(Heen madhyam uttam intelligence) of vaidyas (practitioners of Ayurved) Hence a 

very easy most applicable and fully effective alternative has been described by ancient 

acharyas which is as under:- 

        iegJee&o³ees iegCee êJ³es He=efLeJ³eeoew jmeeÞe³es ~~4~~   

jmes<eg J³eHeefoM³evles meen®e³eexHe®eejle:  ~ De.n.met.De.9 

 

iegJee&oerveeb jmeeÞe³elJeeled êJ³em³eemeJe&Oece&lJe HeéHles Heefjnejceen-iegJee&o³e Fefle ~  

iegJee&o³ees iegCee êJ³e SJe,ve jmes<eg ~ ³emleg ceOegjes ieg© :, Decuees ueIegefjl³eeefo J³eHeosMe:, me 

meen®e³eexHe®eejle : SkeÀefmcevveeÞe³es Ü³eesj kemLeeveb-meen®e³e&ced ~ meen®e³e&cesJe kegÀle:? 

Fl³een-jmeeÞe³e Fefle ~ êJ³eb efn iegJee&oerveeefceJe jmeeveeH³eeÞe³e:~ Dele 

SkeÀeÞe³elJeelmeen®e³e&ce, lesve GHe®eej :- DeefJeÐeceevem³eeH³eeÞe³eeÞe³eer YeeJem³eejesHe :~  

veve§, efkeÀcesleled jmeeod-keefleefjÊebÀ êJ³eb veece? Fl³ele Deen-He=efLeJ³eeoeefJeefle ~ He=efLeJ³eeefo 

MeyoeefYeueY³eb êJ³eefcel³eLe& :~  

nsceeefo ́ 

 

 According to ancient philosophy and Ayurved all the worlds substance are 

formed by 5 mahabhootas (Earth, Water, Fire, Wind and Sky) like that Gurvadi Gunas 
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and 6 Tastes also have been formed by comparatively lesser/ excessive union of 5 

mahabhootas and these Gurvadi Gunas and Tastes both are based in Dravyas 

(substances). The dravyas (substances) which are sweet in taste they are usually found 

to possess Guru (heavy) Gunas, like that which are acidic in taste usually have Laghu 

(light) Gunas and that’s why it is being said that these two (Tastes and Gurvadi 

Gunas) are found to have a confluent relationship up to great extent; but this is not a 

final and complete truth as some exceptions are also found of this rule; as sacrin / 

honey being sweet also they do not produce the general resultant effects of  guru 

gunas on the contrary they generate the effect of Laghu Guna in all the bodies. 

Fortunately the exceptions of this rule (Non confluence of Gurvadi Gunas along with 

sweet etc tastes) are very less and those can be enlisted and studied separately. Hence 

as the assessment and utilization of Gurvadi Gunas though accepted as main ideal aim  

of all vaidyas in various treatments is rather difficult and upto some extent impossible 

also to be achieved then the physicians should try to fill up this gap by using this 

confluence quality of Gurvadi Gunas and sweet etc tastes and based on this fact 

following fundamental descriptions are being provided. 

 

fLuX/kkEyyo.ke/kqja ikua cfLr'p ek#rs dks".k% 

'khra frDr d"kk;a e/kqja fiRrs p jDrs p AA 43 AA  

p-fl-v- 8 

frDrsk".k d"kk; dVq 'Yks"ekf.k laxzkfg okruqPNÑfr  

ikpuekes ikuae~  -------------   AA 44 AA 

 

 For pacifying the aggravated Vata one should utilize unctus, Acidic, Salty and 

Sweet tastes containing items of food and drugs, for pacifying Pitta and Rakta   one 

should utilize cold, bitter, astringent and sweet substance for pacifying kapha bitter, 

hot, astringent and pungent substances and for pacification of Aam only digestives 

with hot water are to be consumed. 

 

 Then combined effects of (Gurvadi Gunas) and Basically 6 Tastes) have been 

described in full detail as fundamental description in Rasa-vigyaniya and Rasa 

bhediya chapters of Asthang (Hriday/Sangrah) Rasa-Vishesha Vigyaniya (42) and 
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Gurvadi Gunas in drava dravya vignyaniya (45) chapter of sushruta sutra sthana; 

Aatreya Bhadrakpyiya 26 chapter Charak Sutra Sthana and Rogabhishagjitiya 8
th

 

chapter of charak viman sthan; where as their full practical utility has been described 

in all Ayurvedic Authentic Texts in 2 forms. 

 

(a) All Etiological factors, prodromal sign. main signs, symptom, the therapeutic 

test for confirmation of disease and pathogenecity of all the disease are found 

described  basically in the language of these Gurvadi Gunas and most fundamental 6 

Tastes; not only that without any hesitation we also can state that not even a single 

physical ailment is being found described in whole Ayurved literature without 

mentioning these Gurvadi Gunas and 6 tastes taken as fundamental basis.  

 

(b) Like that fundamental line of treatment of all ailments also has been described 

in the same language  of Gurvadi Gunas and 6 tastes.  

 

Few of the most common substances of these 6 tastes are:- 

 

(1) Sweet Tastes -  All carbohydrates / sugars (Glucose, fructose, sucrose, 

lactulose, xylose etc) 

 

(2) Acidic Taste – beyh  Tamarindus Indica, fuEcq  Citrus Indica _ fctkSjk fuEcq  - 

Citrus Medica _ dPpk vke  - Unripe Mangifera Indica [kV~Vh NkN @ nfg - Sour butter 

milk/curd, [kV~Vh dkath - fermented herbal liquid and fljdk - Vinegar etc. 

 

(3) Salty Taste – Various types of salts – (i) Samudarka (Sea Salt) (ii) Baluka (Salt 

from Saline Sands) (iii) Romaka/Pasuja (Salt from Saline Soil or clay)  

 

(iv) Maulaka (Black Salt) (v) Udbhida (Fossil Salt) (vi)  Saindhava (Salt from 

ashes of marine plants) (vii) Agrya lavan (Rock Salt)  (viii) Sauvarchala (Salt obtained 

by boiling alkali with myrobalan) (ix) Anuplavana (salt obtained by evaporating well 

water) P-198 Ayurveda and modern medicine Dr. R.D. Lele. 
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(4) Bitter Taste – (i) fuEc     - Azadirachta Indica  (ii) HkwfuEc@dkyes/k     

Andrographis Paniculata (iii) djsyk ¼dkjosYyd½    Momordia charantia (iv) d.Vksyk    

Same as M.Charantia but smaller in size (v) xqMekj ¼es"kJ`axh½  Gymnema Sylvestre (vi) 

dusj ¼djohj½  Nerium Indicum  (vii)  fpjk;rk ¼fdjkrfrDr½  Swertia chirayate (viii)  

vrhl ¼vfrfo"kk½  Aconitum heterophyllum   (ix) xqMqph  Tinospora Cordifolia (x)  vdZ  

Calotropis procera. 

 

   

(5) Pungent Taste- (i)  lksaB Zingiber officinalis (ii) efjp Piper nigrum   

(iii)  fiIiyh  Piper longum (iv)   pO;  Piper retrofractum (v)  fp=kd Plumbago 

zaylanica  (vi)  vtok;u ¼;okuh½  Trachyspermum Ammi (vi)    l"kZi    Brassica 

campestris  (vii)  jlksu ¼ylqu½ Allium Sativum) 

 

(6) Astringent Taste – (i) oV Ficus bengalensis (ii)   mnaqcj   ficus glomerulate (iii) 

v'orFk ficus religiosa (iv)  Iy{k   Ficus lacor  'kqax   Buds of these plants (v) yks/kz  

Symplacos racemosa (vi)  Ekkspjl  ¼'kkYeyh fu;kZl½ Salmalia malabarica (vii) /kkrdh  

Woodfordia fruticosa  (viii) vkez cht   seeds of mangifera indica (ix) tkequ cht   

seeds of sgzygium cumini (x) dPPkk fcYo Unripe fruit of Aegle marmelos.  
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BASIC FUNDAMENTALS FOR TREATMENT OF ALL AILMENTS 

 

 keÌJeef®eoskeÀes jmeë keÀuH³eë meb³egÊeÀe½e jmeeë keÌJeef®eled ~ 

 oes<eew<eOeeoerved mebef®evl³e efYe<epee efmeef×efce®ílee ~~25~~ 

 êJ³eeefCe efÜjmeeoerefve meb³egÊeÀeb½e jmeeved yegOeeë ~ 

 jmeeveskewÀkeÀMees JeeçefHe keÀuHe³eefvle ieoeved Heéfle ~~26~~  

          ®e.met.De. 26 

 

 Based on mostly found togetherness of Gurvadi Gunas and different tastes 

(mainly 6) in most of the common substances (diet and medicine) the following 

deciding ruling have been given by Acharya Punarvasu Aatreya (Preacher of Charak) 

for attaining full and definite success in treating the various ailments, not only the 

deranged/vitiated Doshas (along with their etiological factors) but drugs also should 

be assessed on the basis of Gurvadi gunas and their  confluing tastes and then drugs or 

diets having the just opposite but matching gurvadi qualities and tastes should be 

prescribed in proper doses and hence as per the requirement dravyas of one, two or 

many tastes are to be mixed in required proportions. 

 

 The detail applicable further direction of this theory is being found given as 

under – 

 

SANSARGAJ DOSHA CHIKITSA SIDDHANTAS 

 

<eCCeeces<eeb efÜmebmeiee&led ef$ebMeÓsoe YeJeefvle leg ~ 

kesÀJeuew : men <eìdef$ebMeefÜÐeeled meesHeêJeeveefHe ~~21~~  ®e.efme.De. 8 

 

 

 Fundamental treatment principles of sansaragaj Doshas (union of Two, One 

much vitiated and the other less vitiated Doshas) has been described along with the 
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treatment described for 6 basic types of Atisara (diarrhea) and then they can be of 30 

types based on predominant and unpredominent vitiation of Doshas and these 

fundamentals has been found to be described as under which have been preached to be 

adopted while treating all physical ailments. 

 

le$eecesçvlejHeeveb m³eeled J³ees<eecueueJeCew³eg&leced  ~ 

Hee®eveb Mem³eles yeefmlejeces efn Heéfleef<eO³eles ~~23~~ 

 

Line of treatment for Aamatisara(Properly undigested formation of metabolized diet is 

called as Aam and diarrhea occurring by the main vitiation of Aam is known as 

Aamatisara) should be to give digestive drugs dissolved in hot water such as  

ukxjeksFkk (Cyperus rotundus),  vrhl (Aconitum heterophyllum),     dq"B   (sauss urea 

lappa),    rxj (Valerana wallichi),     nsonk# (Cedruo deodacra) and    opk (Acorus 

calamus) along with    f=kdVq  (Pungent)   lksaB] efjp] fiiy  3 part along with acidic 

taste 2 part and salty taste 1 part containing substances purifying processes such as 

enema are contraindicated in this condition. 

 

JeelevIewieé&efnJeieea³ewye&efmle:  Meke=Àefle   Mem³eles ~ 

mkeeÜcueueJeCew: Memle: mvesnyeefmle : meceerjCes ~~24~~ 

 

 

 

For the treatment of vatatisara one should use sweet substances in 3 parts, Acidic 

substances 2 parts and salty 1 part like that for the treatment of Purishatisarra 

(diarrhea occurring due to main vitiation of stool) here mentioned vata pacifying 

treatment along with anti diarrheal should be prescribed. 

 

jÊesÀ jÊeÀsve,  efHeÊes leg   keÀ<ee³emkeeogefleÊeÀkewÀ: ~ 

mee³e&ceeCes keÀHesÀ yeefmle: keÀ<ee³ekeÀìgefleÊeÀkewÀ :~~25~~ 
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For the treatment of Blood (diarrhea occurring by vitiation of or being accompanied 

by passage of blood with stool) or Pittatisara; a combination of Astringent taste drugs 

taken in 3 parts + sweet taste drugs in 2 parts + bitter taste drug in 1 part should be 

prescribed like that combination for treating kaphatisara should be Astrigent drugs in 

3 parts + pungent drugs in 2 parts and bitter drugs in 1 part. On the basis of these 6 

basic division various 30 types of basic combinations can occur when  1
st
  dosha is in 

a predominantly vitiated stage and the 2
nd

 one is in an undominantly vitiated stage 

then what appropriate pacifying measures are required to be adopted has been clarified 

as under:- 

 

Meke=Àlee Jee³egvee Jeeçç ces lesve Je®e&meLeeefveues ~ 

mebme=<ìsçvlejHeeveb m³eeod J³ees<eecueueJeCew³eg&leced ~~26~~ 

efHeÊesveecesçmeÉpee JeeçefHe le³eesjecesve Jee Hegve:  

mebme=<ì³eesYe&Jesled  Heeveb    meJ³ees<e  mkeeogefleÊeÀkeÀced ~~27~~ 

leLeeççces  keÀHeÀmebme=<ìs   keÀ<ee³eJ³ees<eefleÊeÀkeÀced ~ 

Deecesve leg  keÀHesÀ  J³ees<ekeÀ<ee³eueJeCew³eg&leced ~~28~~ 

Jeelesve efJeefMe efHeÊes Jee efJeìdefHeÊeeY³eeb leLeeçefveues ~ 

ceOegjecuekeÀ<ee³e: m³eeled mebme=<ìs yeefmle©llece: ~~29~~ 

Meke=À®íesefCele³ees:   efHeÊeMeke=Àlees  jÊeÀefHeÊe³ees :~ 

yeefmlejv³eesv³e mebmeiex keÀ<ee³emJeeogefleÊeÀkeÀ: ~~30~~ 

keÀHesÀve efJeefMe efHeÊes Jee keÀHesÀ efJeìdefHeÊeMeesefCelew:~ 

     J³ees<eefleÊeÀkeÀ<ee³e: m³eeled mebme=<ìs yeefmle©llece: ~~31~~ 

m³eeÜefmleJ³eex<eefleÊeÀec}: mebme=<ìs keee§veekeÀHesÀ ~ 

ceOe§jJ³ees<eefleÊeÀmle§ jÊesÀ  keÀHeÀefJecetef®í&les ~~32~~ 

cee©les   keÀHeÀmebme=<ìs   J³ees<eecueueJeCees YeJesled ~ 
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yeefmleJee&lesve efHeÊes leg keÀe³e& :mJeeÜcueefleÊeÀkeÀ: ~~33~~ 

mebmeiex ef®eefkeÀlmeeceen  Meke=Àlesl³eeefo ~ Meke=Àleeçç ces HeÓeeve mebme=<ìs,leLee Jee³egvee Jeeççces mebme=<ìsë 

lesvesl³eecesJeeHeÓeevesve Je®e&efme Deefveues ®e He=LekedÀ mebme=<ìs, De$e lesvesefle HetJe&JeÐeeK³es³eced~ De$e mebme=<ìs<eg 

le=leer³eeefveefo&<ìceuHeceevele³eeçHeÓeeveb, meHleceerefveefo<ìb yeng-ceevelJeeled HeÓeeveb %es³eced~ le³eesefjefle efHeÊeeme=pees:~ 

mebme=<ì³eesefjefle SkeÀceevesve ³egÊeÀ³ees: ~ keÀHesÀ J³ees<ekeÀ<ee³eueJeCew³e&gleefcel³evleb ³eeJeled `DevlejHeeveb' Fl³evegJele&les ~ 

Jeelesve efJeMeerl³eeoew ceOegjecuekeÀ<ee³ees yeefmleefjefle ceOegjeefoêJ³ekeÀeLeeefoke=Àlees yeefmleox³e Fl³eLe& :~ 

Meke=À®íesefCele³eesefjl³eeoew Dev³eesv³emebmeiex meefle Meke=Àlee MeesefCeles MeesefCelesve Jee Meke=Àefle mebme=<ìsë SJeb 

efHeÊeMeke=Àlees: jÊeÀefHeÊe³eesie efÜefJeOe : mebmeieex J³eeK³es³e: ~ efJeìdefHeÊeMeesefCelewefjefle Heĺ³eskebÀ efJe[eefoefYe : keÀHesÀ 

mebme=<ìs ~ keÀHeÀefJecetef®í&les Fefle keÀHesÀveeHeÓeevesve mebme=<ìs FlLeLe& : ~~26-33~~ 

 

Pathological states based on proportionate symptoms of 

Doshas 

 

Ideals combination / 

proportionate of appropriate 

drugs 

1)Deece HéOeeve  Hegjer<e ieewCeë 2) Deece HeÓeeveJeele ieewCe 

1) D Aam + U.D.Purish 2).D Aam + U.D.Vaat 

3)Hegjer<e HeÓeeve Deece ieewCeë 4) Jeele HeÓeeveDeece ieewCe 

3) D Purish + U.D.Aam 4). D.Vaat + U.D Aam  

Oeefve³ee DeefleefJe<e³egÊeÀ/DevlejHeeve 

iejce peuemes ef$ekegÀì Decue SJeb ueJeCe 

be treated by drinking hot 

water containing  pachak 

drugs (described in Aamati 

Sar) with a combination) of 

pungent, acidic, and salt taste 

containing dravyas. 

5)Deece HéOeeveefHeÊe ieewCeë 6)Deece HeÓeeve  jÊeÀ ieewCe: 

5) D Aam + U.D.Pitta 6).D Aam + U.D.Blood 

7) efHeÊe HeÓeeve Deece ieewCeë 8) jÊeÀHeÓeeveDeece ieewCe 

7) D.Pitta + U.D Aam  8). D.Blood + U.D Aam  

ef$ekegÀì ceOegj SJeb efleÊeÀ 

Pungent, sweet and bitter 

taste containing dravyas 

9) Deece HéOeeve keÀHeÀ ieewCe 9) D Aam + U.D.Kapha keÀ<ee³e-ef$ekegÀì-SJeb efleÊeÀ  

Astringent, Pungent and 

bitter taste containing 

dravyas 

10) keÀHeÀ HeÓeeve Deece ieewCe 10) D.Kapha + U.D Aam  ef$ekegÀì-(DevlejHeeve) SJeb ueJeCe 

Pungent and salty taste drugs 

along with digestive hot 

water of 1 to 4 position  
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11) Hegjer<e HéOeeveJeele ieewCeë 12) efHeÊe HéOeeveJeele ieewCe 

11) D Purish + U.D.Vaat 12). D.Pitta  + U.D.Vaat  

13) JeeleHéOeeveHegjer<e ieewCeë 14) JeeleHéOeeve efHeÊe ieewCe 

13) D.Vaat + U.D Purish  14). D.Vaat + UD.Pitta   

ceOegj-Decue SJeb keÀ<ee³e êJ³eeW mes 

efmeOo yeefmle  

Enema containing sweet, 

acidic and astringent taste 

dravyas  

 

 

 

15-16) Hegjer<e SJeb jÊeÀ SkeÀ HéOeeve SkeÀ ieewCeë  

15-16) Purish + Blood One D Other UD,  

17-18) efHeÊeSJeb Hegjer<e SkeÀ HeÓeeve SkeÀ ieewCeë 

17 - 18). Like that Pitta  + Purish one D other UD  

19-20) jÊeÀ efHeÊe SkeÀ HeÓeeve SkeÀ ieewCe 

19 - 20). Blood + Pitta  one D other UD  

keÀ<ee³e-ceOegj SJeb efleÊeÀ 

Astringent, sweet and bitter 

taste containing dravyas 

21) Hegjer<e HéOeeve keÀHeÀ ieewCe 22) Hegjer<e HéOeeveefHeÊeieewCe 

21). D Purish +  UD Kapha 22). D Purish +  UD Pitta 

23) keÀHeÀ HeÓeeveHegjer<e ieewCe 24) keÀHeÀ HéOeeveefHeÊe ieewCe 

23). D Kapha +  UD Purish 24). D Kapha +  UD Pitta 

25) keÀHeÀ HeÓeevejÊeÀ ieewCe 25). D Kapha +  UD Blood 

ef$ekegÀì-efleÊeÀ SJeb keÀ<ee³e êJ³eeW mes 

efmeOo yeefmle  

Enema containing pungent, 

bitter and astringent 

containing  dravyas  

26) keÀHeÀ HeÓeeve  Jeele ieewCe 26). D Kapha +  UD Vaat ef$ekegÀìefleÊeÀ SJeb Decue êJ³eeW mes 

efmeOo yeefmle 

Enema containing pungent, 

bitter, acidic taste containing 

dravyas  

27) jÊeÀ HéOeeve keÀHeÀ ieewCe 27). D Rakta +  UD Kapha ceOegj-ef$ekegÀì SJeb efleÊeÀ 

sweet, pungent and bitter 

taste containing dravyas . 

28) Jeele HéOeeve keÀHeÀ ieewCe 28). D Vaat +  UD Kapha ef$ekegÀì-Decue SJeb ueJeCe 

Pungent,  acidic and salty 

taste containing dravyas  

29) efHeÊe HéOeeve Jeele ieewCe 29). D Pitta +  UD Vaat ceOegj-Decue SJeb efleÊeÀ 

sweet, acidic and bitter  taste  

containing dravyas  
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D. Dominant stage ; UD Undominant stage 

 

Note : Tastes mentioned in 1
st
 position may be taken in 3 parts, Tastes mentioned in 

2
nd

 position may be taken in 2 parts while tastes mentioned in 3
rd

  position may be 

taken in 1 part. 

 

 ef$e®eleg:He½emebmeiee&vesJecesJe efJekeÀuHe³esled ~ 

          ³egefÊeÀ½ew<eeeflemeejesÊeÀe meJe&jesies<Jee&Hes mce=lee ~~34~~ ®e.efme.De. 4 

 

Like that the combination of 3-4 or 5 vitiating factors and ideal proportion of dravyas 

(substances) having distinct 6 tastes for treating those combination may be decided on 

the basis of logical reasoning and the real experiment and its feed backs being 

received while practically treating the patients. Now this scheme of treating 6 types of 

diarrheas and their varying proportional combination (becoming 36 mainly) should be 

applied to all physical ailments of all the living beings. 

 

 

 Another pin pointing description regarding the relationship of dosha and Guna 

(Gurvadi) along with specific taste has been quoted in Ras Vishesha Vigyaniya named 

42 chapter of Sushrut Sutra Sthana as under :- 

 

dsfpnkgqjXuh"kkseh;RokTtxrks jlk f}fo/kk lkSE;k  

vkXus;kÜp A r=k e/kqjfrDrd"kk;k% lkSE;k% dVqEyyo.kk 

vkXus;k% A r=k e/kqjkEyyo.kk% fLuX/kk xqjo×p] dVqfrDr 

d"kk;k#{kk y?ko×p] lkSE;k% 'khrk] vkXus;k×pks".k% AA 7 AA 
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 As on the basis of someone’s sayings the whole universe on the basis of 2 

foremost qualities is of 2 types i.e. either cold or hot like that fundamentals of 6 tastes 

are also of same 2 types sweet. Bitter & astringent taste containing dravyas are usually 

cold while pungent, acidic and salty substance containing are usually of hot quality. 

Sweet, acidic and salty substances are relatively more unctus and more heavier; like 

that pungent, bitter and Astringent substances are comparatively more dry (opposite to 

unctus) and more lighter. 

 

r=k 'kSR;jkS{;yk?ko oS'k| oS"VEH; xq.k y{k.kks ok;q% 

rL; leku ;ksfu% d"kk;ks jl% lks∙L; 'kSR;kPNSR;a o/kZ;fr] 

jks{;knzkS{;a] yk?koYyk?koa] oS'k|k}S'k|a] oS"VEH;k}S"VH;fefr AA 8 AA 

 Yoni means place of origin (matter or qualities of functional activities remain 

at the time of origin) 5 properties of Vaat i.e. cold, dry, (unoily) lightness, very dry 

(opposite to viscid), constipating are same as found in astringent taste containing 

dravyas that’s why this taste containing  dravyas  (substances) have the maximum 

capacity to increase and vitiate Vata Dosha. 

 

vkS".; rS{.; jkS{; yk?ko oS'k| xq.k y{k.ka fiRra rL; leku  

;ksfu% dVqdks jl% lks∙L;kS".;knkS".k;a o/kZ;fr] rS{.;kRrS{.;a 

jkS{;knzkS{;a] yk?kokYyk?koa] oS'k|k}S'k|fefr AA ¼2½ AA 8 AA 

 

 Hot, biting/spicy taste as of chili (opposite to pacifying) dry (opposite to oily) 

light and very dry (opposite to viscid) are the properties of pitta which are similar to 

the properties of pungent taste containing dravya (substance) hence these type of 

dravya have the maximum capacity to increase or vitiate pitta dosha. 

 

ek/kq;Z Lusg xkSjo 'kSR; iSfPNY; xq.ky{k.k% 'Yks"ek 
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rL; leku ;ksfu e/kqjks jl% lks∙L;ek/kq;kZUek/kq;Za o/kZ;fr] 

Lusgkr~ Lusga] xkSjokXnkSjoa] 'kSR;kPNSR;a] iSfPNY;kRiSfPNY;fefr AA ¼3½ AA 8 AA 

 

 Kapha Dosha’s 5 properties i.e. sweetness, unctus heavy, cold and viscid are 

similar to those of properties of  sweet taste containing dravyas and that’s why they 

are the most potent substances for increase or vitiation of kapha. 

 

rL; iqujU¸k;ksfu% dVqdksjl% l 'ys"e.k% izR;fudRokr~ 

dVqdRokUek/kq;Z efHkZ Hkofr] jkS{;kr~ Lusga] yk?kokåkSjokekS".;kPNSR;a] 

oS'k|kRiSfPNY;fefr A rnsRrfén'kZuek=keqDre~ A AA 8 AA 

 Five properties of pungent taste containing dravyas are just opposite to 5 

properties of kapha dosha. So pungent taste containing substances are the most potent 

pacifier of kapha dosha. 

 

 

CONCLUSION:- 

 On the basis of here described description,  we confidently can come to the 

following conclusion. 

 

1. Gurvadi Gunas are the basic qualities which are thought to be responsible  for 

various (nearly all) pathological or physiological changes occurring in  nearly all 

physical ailments. 

 

2 Gurvadi Gunas are generally (except few exceptions) are very closely and 

 appropriately categorically related in an inseparable way with 6 tastes.  
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3. All the etiological dynamics and treatments variabilities of all physical 

 ailments has been described  on the basis of and in language of Gurvadi 

 Gunas and basically 6 tastes of substances. 

 

4. Utmost important aim of each and every leaving being to keep himself or 

 herself physically fit in all circumstances to face the routine challenges of  life 

is easily achievable by utilizing here mentioned fundamentals related  with 

Gurvadi Gunas and madhuradi 6 tastes and which are counter  checkable and re-

confirmable by reading the description of diseases given  in Chikitsa Sthan of all 

Samhita. 

 

5. This description also have one more proof of (f'k";okRlY;rk) Shishya-

 vaatsalyata  (most affection of teacher towards his/her disciples) and 

 dedication of disciples towards the teacher to teach them the easiest, most 

 economical but full success producing line of treatment for  the beginners 

 and disciples of all 3 category of wisdom i.e. Uttam, Madhya  and Hin and 

 suitable diets and behaviors (routine actions) also should be decided based 

 upon these fundamentals. 

 

Dose/the Quantity of earlier mentioned constituents  

 

 

1. Dose/Quantity of medicine should be proportionate to the amount and quality 

of vitiated Dosha. (assessed by the history of category of etiological factors and 

amount of symptoms found to be present in the patient) and the physical capacity of 

the patient; for assessing physical capacity of the patient the physician must examine 

the patient on the basis of prakriti (Basic nature), vikriti (pathological condition) 

sara (tone of system), sanhanam (compactness) praman (proportions of body) 

satmya (homologation) satva (psychological condition) Aahar  and Vyayam shakti 

capacity for diet and physical exercise and aayu (Age). 

 

2. Senior Vaidya B.P. Nanal, Ayurvedic Practioner of Pune & Mumbai nearly 30-

35 years back happened to go to Nepal with some Ayurvedic delegation for 1-2 

weeks. After reaching Nepal his personal attendant who was suffering from 
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inflammation, redness and severe pain in the joints of fingers of his hand and toes 

which was increasing in the morning got impressed by him and asked him to suggest 

some remedy for his ailment Vd. Nanal  initially got confused but ultimately he 

prescribed and gave him Saunth Powder (Zingiber officinalis) 250 mg. to be taken 

twice. 

 On the last day of his stay when Vd. Nanal was coming back from Nepal, he 

just casually asked his personal attendant about the condition of his ailment. Then the 

person replied that all his complaints have subsided and he was very happy for that 

(by the medication) but he is facing another difficulty that after eating that much big 

amount of Saunth Powder he is unable to eat his routine diet. Then Vd. Nanal  

wondered and found that his chemist read the grams in place of milligrams and the 

person was consuming at least 100 to 150 grams of Saunth Powder and that also twice 

daily. 

 Many discoveries are made by chance, but as Pasteur has said “In the field of 

observation, chance favours only the prepared mind” P.28 Ayurveda and Modern 

Medicine (R.D.Lele). 

 Perhaps on the basis of these 2 descriptions the dose of Ayurvedic at least of 

herbal medicines requires to be fixed and that may be that we should go on increasing 

the quantity of  the drugs based on the Gurvadi Gunas and taste based parameters, till 

we get expected result or till then we do not start getting the unwanted complications 

of higher doses. The other evidence to support this preposition from ancient classics is 

they have very commonly suggested that Ayurvedic Herbal drugs can be mixed with 

diets and they should be administered to the patient in the form of various recipes of 

choice of individual patients. Some of them may be leha (thick pudding like 

chayavanprash), modaka (laddoos of marich or sauntha) utkarika (like chapatti), 

Aasava, arishta (fermented /Alcoholic  preparations), Santaanike (medicated malai) 

peya vilepi (semi liquid preprationss of boiled rice) Raga and Shadav (Sweet and sour 

chatni/sauces) etc. 

 

3. Some of the research workers P.G.Students of Ayurvedic Colleges have 

worked on “Dashemani” the Siddha Kalpas (Certain result producing formulations) of 

charak described in 4
th

 chapter of Sutra Sthana but  very very successful magical 

results which would have been immediately grabbed by pharmaceutical  industries or 

practitioners has not been found and one of the many reason of this failure may be that 

these dravyas has never been prescribed in incidental dose of Vaidya B.P.Nanal. 
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Counter checking of viability (efficacy) of confluence theory of Gurvadi Gunas 

and 6 tastes. 

 

1- #iizdj.ke~  

Rk=k #ia p{kqxzkZg;e~ A i`fFkO;qndToyu o`fRr A 

nzO;k/kqiyEHkda u;ulgdkfj 'kqDyk|usdizdkja lfyykfn 

ijek.kq"kq fuR;a ikfFkZo ijek.kq"ofXu la;ksxfojksf/k] loZdk;Z 

nzO;s"kq dkj.kxq.kiwoZde~ vk'k;fouk'kknso fou';fr fr AA 

       iz'kLrikn Hkk";  (oS] n'kZu) 

 Meaning of underlined words are that “ the colour of all substances is always 

true representative of its constituents” this fact has been explored properly by modern 

science and they have come out with various detailed implications of this factual 

observation as they truly say that the density of colour of any liquid/solvent is found 

to be proportionate to the quantity of its constituents. On the basis of this useful and 

true observations objectivised and very sensitive investigative  instruments/tests has 

been evolved such as, Haemoglobinometer, colorimeter, spectrophotometer, flame 

photometer and chromatography. On the basis of principles and practice of 

chromatography, electrophoresis has been evolved and with the help of this instrument 

study of fraction of proteins (Basically 22 types of amino acids) become possible to be 

conducted so that not only the presence/absence of specific amino acids in specific  

proteins type but its quantity also can be measured (accurately) by testing one minute 

droplet of test solution. On the basis of this we can say that colour (Roop), one 

property out of 5 sartha gunas (word, touch, colour, tastes & smell) if can have such 

great and perfect scientific implications in our surroundings then what about the vide 

implications of other sartha gunas. 

 

2- jlizdj.ke~ A jlks jlu xzkg; A i`fFkO;qndo`fRr% thou iqf"V 

cykjksX;fufeRre~] jlu lgdkjh e/kqjkEyyo.kfrDr dVqd"kk; Hksn fHkUu% A 

vL;kfifuR;kfUkR;Ro fu"iRr;ks #ior~ AA  (iz'kLrikn Hkk";  oS'ksf"kd n'kZu) 
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 As the very wide but true implication of colour has been explored properly by 

modern science which are effecting our daily activities directly like that very broad 

implication of tastes as described by Vaisheshika Darshan in underlined words has 

been properly explored by Ayurvedic Science. According to them tastes is just a 

producer cause of life, nourishment, potency and of  health not a real/constituent or 

reproducing cause because constituents/ reproducing cause of all substances are 

Pancha-Mahabhootas only. Colour, tastes and Gurvadi Gunas of all substances are 

produced by variable amount of combination of Pancha – Mahabhootas and the 

responsible procedure involved in this act also has been clarified up to great extent. 

 

i) The detailed implication of taste in conjugation of Gurvadi Gunas in 

maintaining health of all human beings has been explored in detail by Ayurvedic 

Acharyas as has been described earlier. 

 

ii) By the passages of time newer and most potent Antibiotics are being 

introduced in the market, regarding most of the oral antibiotics one common 

observation being made is as the potency of most of the oral Antibiotics increases 

their Acidity forming effect also increases simultaneously and now it has become a 

usual practice to prescribe one or the other Antacid also along with potent oral 

antibiotic on the basis of this we can say that the confluence of hot and tikshana 

(Spicy biting like chili) i.e. Gurvadi Gunas along with pungent and bitter tastes being 

found to be working here also. Though some antibiotics may be having sweet taste 

also, but this exception does not disapprove the confluence theory of Gurvadi Gunas 

and Tastes. 

 

 

3. One more explanation regarding this topic is effects of wind flowing from 

various directions have been described in 23-30 shlokas of 20
th

 chapter of Sutra 

Sthana of Sushruta Samhita, this whole description also has been provided in the same 

language of Gurvadi Gunas and 6 tastes which also appears to be fully practicable as 

the effects of western wind are 

 

fo'knks #{k i#"k% [kj% Lusgcykig% AA 

if'peks ek#rLrh{.k% dQesnksfo'kks"k.k% A 
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l|% izk.k{k; dj% 'kks"k.kLrq 'kjhfj.kke~ AA 28 AA 

 

 Western wind (which starts flowing some time after rainy season) is so dry and 

pungent that it dries away kapha, fat and also dries away bodies like that this fact is 

being counter checked and confirmed by the attitude of farmers that let the any 

amount of water be stranded in their fields if once western wind start flowing they 

start the preparation of all ploughing instruments as they know that because of this 

wind soon their fields are going to become dry and soon they will have to start with 

the ploughing procedures of their fields. 

 

Some Relevent Special Notes 

 

1) Some Pharmacies/Physicians for increasing the potency of drugs make the 

Ghana i.e. by making the decoction of those drugs they solidify the decoction by 

evaporating the liquids. According to Vaishesik Darshan all Parthiv Padarthas are 

Agnisanyog Virodhi means all Parthiva substances get changed/ transformed to new 

substances when they come in contact of Agni i.e heat. The accepted classical way of 

increasing the potency of any drug powder is to give the 10,100 or 1000 bhavana of 

the fresh juice of the same drug. In bhavanas the powder is to be soaked in liquid so 

that it becomes just wet; then make it dry by constantly grinding it in the kharal. 

Hence for making any compound of herbal drugs always low flame is to be used so 

that the drugs and their properties does not get transformed. Digestive tracts digestive 

procedure also may transform the qualities of herbal drugs up to some extent and 

hence the drugs administered via medicated enema get absorbed in their original form 

and they may be comparatively more effective. 

 

2. the above incidental dose of  Vd. Nanal and other all descriptions are related to 

the herbal products only and they should never be applied on metallic and other 

preparation. Infact metallic preparation of Ayurveda has been criticized by many 

scholars. In this regard we humbly want to request  that at least some of the Research 

worker should first try to collect Rekhapurna and wari Tara etc. classical parameter 

fulfilling and classically prepared Bhasm and then series of suitable animal trials 

should be conducted for the establishment of beneficial or harmful effects of these 

metallic compounds other wise all the comments made without relevant supporting 

data what significance they will have? out of my 40 years of carrier  in Ayurvedic 

field  nearly 1 ½ years back I came across one such article which was published by 
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some scholars from engineering faculty and was reported in Times of India daily news 

paper on the next page of Editorial Article in which a possibility was shown that the 

Homeopathic (efficacy increases by diluting the contents of medicine) drugs and 

Bhasmas of Ayurved (metallic preparations) may be working in our bodies on  Nano-

Particle level. 

 

 

Final Conclusion:- 

 

1) On the basis of descriptions mentioned in this context we feel that by thinking 

on the basis of confluence of Gurvadi Gunas and 6 tastes for choosing the suitable 

type of drug combination and then by administering them in the incidental dose of Vd, 

Nanal and lastly by administering them via the most preferred (liked by patient) type 

of recipes then even a common person also if cannot make him fully free from the 

sometimes very cruel clutches of so called prestigious doctors and vaidyas but still be 

easily can feel relaxed up to great extent. 

 

2) We also feel and recommend that  

 

(a) In routine acute circumstances where known and proved modern  drugs are 

available in that cases also Ayurvedic drugs can be administered before and after 

completion of main treatment. 

 

(b) In chronic disorders (particularly immunological and metabolic) Ayurvedic 

herbal preparation should be given supported by modern drugs wherever necessary. 

 

(c)  In cases like drug resistant infections both therapies jointly may be 

administered and suitable type of experimental or clinical research also may be 

conducted. 

 

3) On the basis of an over all look the contents of this article are based on 

Satkarya-Vaad, one of the most acceptable type of Karya-Karan Vaad (cause and 
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effect relationship theory) one more solid proof for the real applicability of here 

explained views. 

 

4) In our  body we have two types of assets  physical and spiritual as stated in 

Charak Shareer Chapter 8 **'kjhja fpUR;rslaoZ nso ekuq"k lEink **  perfect health can be 

achieved and maintained by proper use of science and spirituality. Hence Ayurved 

clearly advices to follow Swasthavritta and Sadvritta.  Pandit Nehru have also said 

“the future of mankind will depend upon a good blend of science and spirituality” 

P.35 Ayurveda and Modern Medicine by Dr. R.D.Lele and W.H.O’s aim “ Health for 

All” such type of ideal aims and wishes can possibly be achieved by proper 

comparative and integrative but regularly sustained approaches and of course details  

description and proper explanation by effective ways  of media to reach the infinite 

number of people (masses) is also required. 

And also describes the perfect definition of complete and ideal health. 

 

sm dae;> smai¶í smxatu mli³ya>, 

àsÚaTmeiNÔymn> SvSwimTyaiÉixyte, 44 su sU A 15 

 

 

I conclude and propose my best wishes in holistic words of “Bhagwan punarvasu 

Atreya”                                                                               

 

id"Rmayu> yz SvaSWy< iÇvg¡ caip pu:klm!, 

isiXdcanuÄma< laeke àaßaeit ivixnapQn!.35.    c is 12 
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